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PROLOGUE
The evolution of machine to machine communication, resulted by equipping everyday ob-
jects with connectivity and intelligence, has enabled applications that were never before thought
possible, such as: smart homes, wearables, remote patient monitoring, smart cities, smart agricul-
ture and industrial automation. Moreover, these applications built around the smart objects target
everyone and are created so as to be plug and play. These technologies are generically called the
Internet of Things (IoT). What is characteristic to IoT is that it is continuously evolving, with new
use cases and new technologies appearing, not leaving enough time for the old technologies to
mature. The new use cases are thought so as to consider the interests of more and more individu-
als, ensuring that in a short time, everybody will directly start using these technologies. While the
IoT is clearly improving our day to day life, with sensors monitoring harsh environments, making
weather predictions, announcing available parking spots, or even monitoring our health, the enor-
mous number of involved devices already reached an energy consumption equivalent to 10% of
the world electricity generation.
This work is part of the SCAVENGE European Training Network, that targets the design and
implementation of sustainable 5G networks in Europe. In particular, this thesis is focused on opti-
mizing the machine to machine communication sector of 5G, that will be used to fulfill the vision
of building an intelligent and fully connected world. We look for optimization techniques that
allow an improvement in the user experience - such as increasing the number of devices accom-
modated by a network, boosting the network performance, or allowing for smaller and cheaper
devices that enable new use cases and more availability to users - while always aiming at lowering
the network energy consumption. In order to achieve this, we review the state of the art in energy
efficiency techniques that can be applied to this sector, we identify the possible gaps and the cases
where we can leverage them to bring both the improved user experience and the energy savings.
This work has received funding from the European Union Horizon 2020 research and inno-
vation programme under the Marie Sklodowska-Curie grant agreement No 675891 (SCAVENGE
project).
ABSTRACT
This work is focused on exploring new techniques for enhancing the user experience and energy
efficiency of IoT networks. We divide the proposed techniques in frame and chip level optimization
techniques, respectively. While the frame level techniques are meant to improve the performance
of existing radio technologies, the chip level techniques aim at replacing them with crystal-free
architectures.
The identified frame level techniques are the use of preamble authentication and packet frag-
mentation, advisable for Low Power Wide Area Networks (LPWANs), a technology that offers the
lowest energy consumption per provided service, but is vulnerable in front of energy exhaustion
attacks and does not perform well in dense networks. The use of authenticated preambles between
the sensors and gateways becomes a defence mechanism against the battery draining intended by
attackers. We show experimentally that this approach is able to reduce with 91% the effect of an
exhaustion attack, increasing the device’s lifetime from less than 0.24 years to 2.6 years. The use
of packet fragmentation despite the packet fits the frame, is shown to reduce the probability of col-
lisions while the number of users in the duty-cycle restricted network increases. Combining packet
fragmentation with group NACK can increase the network reliability, while reducing the energy
consumed for retransmissions, at the cost of adding small headers to each fragment. It proves to
be effective in dense duty-cycle restricted networks only, where the headers overhead is negligible
compared to the network traffic.
As a chip level technique, we consider using radios for communication that do not use external
frequency references such as crystal oscillators. This would enable having all sensor‘s elements on
a single piece of silicon, rendering it even ten times more energy efficient due to the compactness of
the chip. The immediate consequence is the loss of communication accuracy and ability to easily
switch communication channels. In this sense, we propose a sequence of frequency synchroniza-
tion algorithms and phases that have to be respected by a crystal-free device so that it can be able
to join a network by finding the beacon channel, synthesize all communication channels and then
maintain their accuracy against temperature change. The proposed algorithms need no additional
network overhead, as they are using the existing network signaling. The evaluation is made in sim-
ulations and experimentally on a prototype implementation of an IEEE802.15.4 crystal-free radio.
While in simulations we are able to change to another communication channel with very good
frequency accuracy, the results obtained experimentally show an initial accuracy slightly above 40
ppm, which will be later corrected by the chip to be below 40 ppm.
Keywords: energy efficiency, low power radios, LPWAN, LoRaWAN, preamble authentica-
tion, packet fragmentation, IEEE802.15.4, crystal-free radios, frequency synchronization, standard-
compliance
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1.1 Motivation and objective
It is foreseen that by 2020 there will be more than 50 billion mobile and wireless devices con-
nected to the cloud with requirements of high data rates and low latency [1]. Traditional mobile
communications used to connect people will be complemented by an enormous increase in wire-
less links connecting machines, the so called Internet of Things (IoT). This enormous growth in
the number of connected devices will have as an immediate consequence an equally large growth
in the carbon footprint of the Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), which is of
high importance especially because already by 2013 the ICT ecosystem consumed about 10% of
the world electricity generation [2]. The key to control and bring to a stop the negative impact of
the ICT sector on the environment, is to build energy efficient, sustainable wireless networks that
would enable as much as possible the use of harvested ambient energy.
In this context, the 5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership (5G PPP) [3], created by the
European Commission in collaboration with industry manufacturers, service providers, network
operators and researchers, is working on providing technologies and standards for the next genera-
tion communication infrastructures and markets. With the emergence of concepts and technologies
related to the IoT, smart cities, e-health and intelligent transport, there are new challenges for the
ICT sector [3]:
1. Saving up to 90% of energy per service provided, with the main focus on mobile communi-
cation networks
2. Facilitating very dense deployments of wireless communication links to connect over 7 tril-
lion wireless devices serving over 7 billion people
3. Ensuring for everyone and everywhere the access to a wider panel of services and applica-
tions at lower cost
4. Creating a secure, reliable and dependable Internet with a zero perceived downtime for ser-
vices provision
Up until now, each new generation of mobile communication has brought an important change
in the way we experience the day to day life: the second generation (2G) allowed for voice trans-
mission, the third generation (3G) enabled mobile data transfer and the fourth generation (4G)-
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with its increased data transmission speeds - unleashed the mobile streaming revolution. The fifth
generation (5G) of mobile communication aims at something much bigger: building an intelligent
and fully connected world [4], and it will do so by accommodating massive machine to machine
communication. It is this vision for 5G that makes the wireless sensor networks become a very
important part of the 5G ecosystem. It is also for this vision that the future wireless networks are
challenged to meet extreme performance goals: improve efficiency in both energy consumption
and costs, while reliably supporting higher connectivity density and co-existence between various
access technologies. In this context, the objective of this thesis is boosting the performance of
wireless sensor networks with a main focus on energy efficiency. We identified gaps in the existing
energy efficiency techniques for wireless sensor networks, gaps that can be explored for specific
use case scenarios. Moreover, we analyze the impact of the identified energy efficiency techniques




The IoT principle is simple: objects that surround us are connected to the Internet for remote sens-
ing and control. The key element in IoT is represented by the Wireless Sensor Network (WSN),
with a certain Internet connectivity model for the devices: a WSN consists of battery powered
devices ( “sensor nodes” or simply, “nodes”) that collect environmental information using various
sensors and a device ( “sink” or “gateway”) that receives the information sent by the nodes. The
usual internet connectivity model is to connect only the gateway to the Internet (see Fig. 1.1).
Fig. 1.1 The principle of IoT
There are short-range and long-range IoT technologies. Fig. 1.2 [5] provides a comparison
of the wireless solutions for IoT in terms of range and data rate. The short range technologies,
such as ZigBee [6], BlueTooth [7], 6TiSCH [8], Wi-Fi [9], are used mostly for indoor applications
like home and building automation, as they provide relative high data rates (250kbps for ZigBee
to over 100Mbps for WiFi) but short communication range. These networks operate mostly in the
2.4 GHz band.
The long range technologies, also called Low Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN), are used
for outdoor applications, providing low power operation and long range connectivity at the cost
of reduced data rates and strict duty cycle regulations. Nowadays, there is an increasing demand
for LPWANs, which are being deployed and used in many applications as: infrastructure moni-
toring, smart metering, transportation of oil and gas, traffic flow optimization, maintenance cycle
optimization in industry, etc.
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Fig. 1.2 Wireless options for IoT
Most of the current LPWAN technologies operate in the sub-GHz bandwidth in order to cover
a communication range in the order of km, have a star network topology, an Aloha-based MAC
access in order to keep them as simple and as energy efficient as possible, most of their traffic is
uplink and the acknowledgements are limited. Examples of such technologies are LoRaWAN [10],
Sigfox [11], Weightless P [12] or RPMA [13].
We can already see (Fig. 1.2 [5]) that there are plenty of IoT communication technologies for
each short range or long range IoT application we can foresee: the IoT market is fragmented and is
continuously evolving and growing, with technologies that are not mature nor stable. While there
are plenty of energy efficiency techniques that can be theoretically applied to IoT (see Chapter
2), when having to apply them to real deployments and also enable the features envisioned by 5G
PPP[3], there are a few details that have to be taken into account:
1. The IoT sensors have very low computational power (compared to a computer or simulation
environment) and improving it by using better microprocessors would impact their low cost.
This means that we need simple and effective approaches for a successful implementation
and operation of the devices.
2. The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) has strict regulations for the
sub-GHz bandwidths in terms of number of available channels, maximum allowed duty cy-
cle and transmission power. Detailed information about these regulations for each type of
application and country of operation, along with the permitted license-free operating fre-
quency bands can be found in [14]. Specifically, for the Europe ISM 868MHz band, there
are 23 channels with a bandwidth of 125kHz, out of which only 2 channels have a duty cycle
requirement of 10% and no requirement respectively, while the remaining channels have to
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satisfy duty-cycle restrictions of 0.1% or 1%, depending on the case. The direct consequence
of these restrictions is the limited amount of communication these devices can exchange. For
this reason, the communication overhead for routing, synchronization or other information
exchange other than data transmission would have to be as low as possible.
3. For industrial applications especially, the typical network lifetime requirement is of 10 years.
For this reason, the most energy efficient communication protocol that can be used is Aloha-
based, as no synchronization or coordination between sensor nodes is required. This impacts
the reliability of the network when the number of sensor nodes increase, as the packet colli-
sions also increase.
We can see that as the network is growing, the most energy efficient communication protocols
(Aloha-based) and the cheapest microprocessors have a direct impact on the network reliability
and device price. Also, in order to operate in the license-exempt bands (free of costs), the sensor
nodes have to limit the number of transmitted packets, which impacts the communication qual-
ity in terms of latency. Also, as they are free, these bands are very populated, which makes that
collision-avoidance schemes have to be implemented in order to be able to successfully commu-
nicate, which, in turn, impacts the energy consumption, communication latency and overhead.
These wireless sensor networks that were built specifically to be cheap and simple so as to pro-
vide a basic amount of communication and keep a low energy consumption, are now challenged
to provide massive amounts of quality communication while becoming even cheaper and more
energy efficient. This being the case, there are trade-offs to be made between the cost of the de-
vices, the energy consumption and the quality of the other network parameters. In this manuscript,
we identified unexplored energy efficiency techniques that we present along with the proper use
case scenarios, so as to understand the trade-offs (as per 5G PPP challenges [3]) when trying to
maximize the energy efficiency of the network.
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1.3 Research methodology and overview
Energy efficiency in WSN, either if part of a short range network or a LPWAN, can be achieved
by various techniques, from enhancing the performance of the hardware components, to turning
various sensor nodes off, or using natural energy resources. Having more energy efficient networks
increases the network lifetime which at the same time postpones the need to replace batteries and
increases the possibility to completely function using only harvested energy.
In this manuscript, we identified energy efficiency techniques that have not been explored much
in the literature and that could be applied at the frame and chip level of an IoT sensor node.
More specifically, we identified that at frame level, we could use authentication preambles and
aggressive packet fragmentation. We found these techniques to be more suitable for LPWAN, that
have very small data rates and important energy consumption restrictions in particular, but they can
be extended to any technology. While using authentication preambles brings some communication
overhead, it also decreases 91% the effect of an energy exhaustion attack that aims at draining a
sensor node’s battery and so increases the network lifetime in the long run. We explored packet
fragmentation despite a packet fits the frame and we observed that in dense and slow networks it
improves the energy efficiency, scalability and goodput of a wireless sensor network, even when
using Aloha protocol. Aggressive packet fragmentation can be combined with a retransmission
policy that provides user guarantees in terms of packet delivery ratio.
At the chip level, we consider the use of crystal-free radios, that could bring a 10 times more
energy efficient communication, together with the decrease in size and price of the devices. This
technique can be considered by any IoT manufacturer, but its advantages in terms of size, price and
consumption are of high importance for short range technologies used for applications such as, but
not limited to, in-body sensors or microrobots. Still, using crystal-free radios for communication
has an important impact on the frequency accuracy, frequency stability with time and temperature,
and the ability to synthesize the communication frequency.
In this manuscript, together with numerical computation or NS3/MATLAB simulations, we
also present experimental evaluations for the energy efficiency of using authentication preambles
and the communication accuracy of using crystal-free radios. For this purpose, we used dedicated
platforms: Loadsensing [15] sensor nodes for implementing authentication preambles and SCuM
[16, 17] single chip mote for implementing frequency synchronization algorithms that allow the
use of crystal-free radios in WSN.
The Loadsensing devices are produced by Worldsensing [18]. This product (see Fig. 1.3 [15])
is used for civil engineering applications (infrastructure monitoring: buildings, tunnels, roads,
dams, etc) and for mining applications, including underground mines. Loadsensing uses the LoRa
technology developed by Semtech [19], with an Aloha MAC and very low power consumption,
guaranteeing 10 years of lifetime.
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Fig. 1.3 Loadsensing components (left to right): sensor node, gateway and user interface.
SCuM (“Single-Chip µMote”) is a crystal-free platform that features a 2.4 GHz transceiver
(IEEE802.15.4 TSCH), a Cortex-M0 microprocessor, 128 kB of RAM memory, and all the sup-
port hardware in a single chip with an area of 2.5mm × 3mm (Fig. 1.4 [20]). It is a prototype
implementation of the “Single-Chip Mote” [16, 17]. By removing the off-chip crystal reference
and integrating all the elements of a sensor node on a single piece of silicon, SCuM achieves a
10 m communication range, and an energy consumption of 670 uA in reception and 1 mA in trans-
mission mode at a transmission power of -10 dBm. As a point of comparison, the crystal-based
industry leading low-power technology (2.4 GHz, IEEE802.15.4 TSCH) is the 10 mm × 10 mm
LTC5800-IPM [21], consuming 4.5 mA when receiving and 5.4 mA when transmitting at 0 dBm.
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Fig. 1.4 The Single-Chip Mote next to a 1 U.S. cent coin.
1.4 Thesis organization
The structure of this manuscript is as follows. Chapter 2 presents the state of the art in energy
efficiency techniques for WSN. We also add to this chapter our proposed techniques of preamble
authentication and packet fragmentation as energy efficiency techniques at frame level and the use
of crystal-free radios at the chip level. The thesis is then split in two parts: PART 1 (Chapter
3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5) explores the energy efficiency techniques at the frame level, while
PART 2 (Chapter 6 and Chapter 7) deals with the chip level technique of using crystal-free radios.
Even if it seems counter-intuitive, we chose to organize this thesis by starting with frame level
and then going to chip level as we are going through the most simple options for achieving energy
efficiency and good network performance to the most complicated options that we have in order to
achieve that. In this sense, it is much easier changing the packet format of an existing technology
and protocol (as we do for preamble authentication) than bringing changes to the protocol itself
(as we do for packet fragmentation). We then realize that for bringing a significant change in
terms of energy efficiency, costs and performance, we have to go beyond the protocol and consider
new possible hardware designs for the future low power radio technologies, that would eventually
replace the existent ones.
For PART 1, Chapter 3 introduces the use cases for authentication preambles, the usage proto-
col and computes the energy efficiency of this technique in terms of battery lifetime. Experimental
evaluation is provided using Loadsensing nodes. Chapter 4 analyzes using MATLAB simulations
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the advantages of using packet fragmentation despite the packet fits the frame. The usage scenarios
where this strategy proved to be effective are then reconsidered in Chapter 5, where a retransmis-
sion protocol is also evaluated in NS3 as a way to increase the communication reliability as the
network grows.
For PART 2, Chapter 6 presents the challenges in terms of communication accuracy of using
crystal-free radios when wanting to improve the energy efficiency and costs of wireless sensor
networks. Algorithms to control the communication frequency accuracy are presented and ex-
perimental evaluation is provided using SCuM. Chapter 7 continues this work by providing a
full solution for a crystal-free radio to be able to synchronize to a network, initiate communica-
tion, synthesize the communication channels needed for transmission and reception and be able to




State of the art
2.1 Introduction
The design of sustainable WSN is a very challenging issue, as they have been designed for very
specific applications and the requirements they have to satisfy differ from one application to an-
other. As WSN devices are battery-operated, replacing the batteries could be impossible either
because of deployment in a hostile environment, or because of the costs and the mechanical prob-
lems that arise. The expected battery lifetime is in terms of years, for the long range networks
deployed in harsh environments. WSN applications range from small-size healthcare surveillance
systems to large scale environmental monitoring.
Proposing procedures for Energy Efficiency (EE) in IoT is a difficult task, because of the fol-
lowing characteristics of the IoT market and technologies [22]:
• the existing technologies are not mature and stable, evolving at a high pace
• IoT is not a homogeneous application area, being comprised of many and very diverse
product categories
A classification of WSN applications is shown in Fig. 2.1 [23]. As the WSN applications
cover very different areas, the technological solutions are built so as to satisfy the respective area’s
specific demands in terms of robustness, mobility, security, scalability, Quality of Service (QoS),
latency or coverage. For example, for the healthcare domain, the most important factor would
be the latency, as for detecting life-critical emergencies real-time communication is a must. The
next factor in the order of importance could be the mobility, for ensuring connectivity even when
the patients wearing the sensors are moving. In industry though, for Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition (SCADA) [23], the real time requirement is replaced by the need of bounded
latency, together with robustness and security. Another domain that changes the importance order
of the requirements is agriculture, that adds more weight to factors such as coverage, lifetime and
scalability. Rault et al.[23] give a nice summary of the requirements of each application area (see
Fig. 2.2 [23]).
In order not to have a large scale of poor efficiency cheap devices, the EE procedures should
be independent of specific technological solutions. They should be generic and adaptable to tech-
nology changes. The research that has been done in order to propose solutions for the energy-
efficiency problem, covers areas going from network layer solutions to physical layer optimization,
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Fig. 2.1 Taxonomy of WSN applications
and the WSN designer has to select the techniques that are best for its application-specific WSN
architecture and the specific radio technology used [22, 24].
In the following, we describe techniques for energy efficiency in IoT. We choose to go through
these techniques in the order requiring less changes to the existing protocols and technologies
down to the more invasive techniques. The first category of energy efficiency techniques that we
describe deals with managing the activity of sensor nodes so as to stay as much as possible in sleep
state and save energy. Then we review the techniques related to the frame, that aim at reducing
(where possible) or better organizing the number of transmitted bits. The last category treated
consists in creating new radio chip designs and/or explore PHY layer parameters.
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2.2 Node activity management
The radio of a sensor node, when not turned off, can have the following states: transmitting,
receiving, idle listening and sleep. When not sending or receiving data, keeping the radio in idle
mode is energy consuming. In order to increase the energy efficiency of the sensor nodes there is
the need for techniques that keep the radio in sleep mode as much as possible without altering the
functionality of the network. Such techniques are: functioning according to a duty-cycle, using
passive wake-up radios or controlling the topology of the network using redundant nodes [23].
2.2.1 Duty cycle schemes
When duty cycle schemes are used, the idle listening time of a sensor node is minimized. The
sensor node will wake up on-demand, according to a schedule or in an asynchronous way [23, 25].
On demand wake-up is achieved by using a broadcasted wake-up signal that does not need to
be decoded and it is heard by all the sensor nodes in the area. This approach is common in event
driven applications and while it manages to wake up a sensor node only when communication is
needed, it also wakes up all the surrounding sensor nodes that may be not needed [25].
Unlike on demand wake-up, the scheduled wake-up requires synchronization between the sen-
sor nodes in a network so that these share a common notion of time. In this way, each node can
wake up in order to receive data that its being send by its parent node, forward it and then go back
to sleep. For example, in BLE, the slave device wakes up each 100ms in order to listen to the mas-
ter device for data to be sent/received [24]. This is similar to LoRaWAN class B, in which a device
has to listen for downlink beacons from the gateway each 128s and has additional configurable
ping slots to listen for data [10].
In asynchronous wake-up, no synchronization is needed between the sensor nodes and a node
wakes up according to its own schedule. In order to enable communication, nodes need to wake
up more frequently to check if messages are being sent: either the sender uses a long preamble so
as to ensure that the receiver will hear it during one of its wake-ups, or the receiver listens for a
longer period of time [23]. In LoRaWAN class A [10], for example, the networks are organized
in star topologies and the sensor nodes are not synchronized. Each sensor wakes up with a given
periodicity, sends data to the gateway and immediately opens two receive windows in order to
receive any downlink message from the gateway. This ensures the lowest power consumption, as
the nodes do not have to keep tight synchronization and are asleep more than 99% of the time (in
Europe, LoRaWAN operates in 868MHz ISM band, duty cycle restricted [14]).
While the above techniques make the wireless sensor networks very energy efficient, they have
as a drawback a significant increase in communication delays.
2.2.2 Wake-up radios
Mostly in multi-hop networks, the sensor nodes have to spend time in idle listening for an incoming
packet in order to minimize latency and packet loss. In idle listening, the node is not actively
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receiving or transmitting any data, but it is consuming energy. A solution to the problem of idle
listening, without increasing the overhead or complexity of time synchronization algorithms, is the
use of wake-up radios. The wake-up radios can be active or passive. The active wake-up radios
need to be powered, but consume very little compared to the main radio, whereas the passive wake-
up radios are harvesting the energy from the incoming wake-up signal [26]. The wake-up range of
a passive radio is much shorter than that of an active wake-up radio.
Using very low power wake-up (active) radios additional to the main power-hungry radio aims
at keeping the main radio in sleep state until it is needed for communication, while not compro-
mising the communication range. In order to do so, the very low power wake-up radio is always on
until it receives a wake-up signal that is used to trigger the main radio. In order to achieve very low
power consumption in continuous listening (as low as 1.8µW for an active radio [27], or 6.1nW
for a passive radio [28]), these radios usually use basic modulation schemes, such as On-Off Key-
ing (OOK), Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) or Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK) to simplify the
receiver circuitry, and operate in the sub-GHz band to achieve higher range (tens of meters) [29].
By integrating address decoding capabilities, the unneeded wake-ups can be avoided. Still, in [30],
they conclude that the selective wake-up signal requires more energy consumption (to be trans-
mitted and decoded upon reception) than the energy loss during false-wake up. This makes the
address-based wake-up signal advisable only for very dense networks, where much energy would
be consumed in false wake-ups.
The wake-up signal can be initiated either by the sender before sending data, or by the re-
ceiver, when needing data. If initiated by the sender (broadcast), multiple senders can transmit
data concurrently, causing collisions and unneeded wake-ups. If initiated by the receiver (usually,
a gateway), no synchronization between nodes is required and each node can be woken up only
when its data is needed, achieving 100% reliability in asynchronous networks [27].
2.2.3 Redundancy in topology
Some level of redundancy should exist in a wireless sensor network in order to improve the data
reliability and safety. There can be two types of redundancy: spatial redundancy, when multi-
ple nodes are placed in the same geographic location so as to obtain similar data from multiple
sources; or temporal redundancy, when the same node is sending data from multiple successive
measurements. If not used in an intelligent way, redundancy wastes energy [31], while if used, it
can save more energy than if there was no redundancy at all in the network [32].
When sensor networks are dense and redundant, some of the nodes could be deactivated in
order to save energy. The nodes should be organized in subsets or clusters, so as to ensure con-
nectivity and at each time only the minimum number of nodes in the network to be active [33, 31].
However, this technique requires complex algorithms to create the subsets: the topology of the
network, the physical location of the sensor nodes and their available energy has to be known
at each time so as to optimize the energy consumption. Keeping this information updated may
require extra communication between sensor nodes (as for exchanging routing tables), adding to
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the communication overhead and to the energy consumption. In [32], a probabilistic model that
combines the geographical position of a sensor with its probability to detect an event is used for
network partitioning and scheduling; this probability is also used for a fault-tolerance mechanism,
in order to ensure that the transmitting node at a time will reliably send its data. Combining this
fault mechanism with the network partitioning proves to be more energy effective as the network
becomes denser, as a certain node sends data less often, without affecting the reliability of the
network.
In order to leverage the redundancy in a network, it is important to determine how to actually
use it given the network topology. In [34], they show that using a geometrically increasing number
of redundant nodes from the source to the sink cannot be chosen as a universal solution. They try
to find the optimal distribution model of sensor nodes given a pre-determined deployment and the
number of available redundant nodes. Their model assumes that all nodes send a packet of the
same size, that the distance between two sensors is not variable and that a node can act both as a
source and as a relay. They propose the number of redundant sensor nodes around a node to be
proportional to the energy consumed by the sensor.
The fact that the wireless sensor nodes are built to be cheap and have reduced computing
capabilities renders the decision making process at the node’s side challenging, e.g: staying ac-
tive/switch to sleep, based on parameters like network connectivity, collision rate, etc. In [33], the
authors try to eliminate the aforementioned communication overhead by leveraging the neighbour
discovery process. In the same context of limited capabilities, in [35], they choose the cluster
heads of the redundancy zones of a network and assume that the cluster heads can perform data
aggregation and compression, which would hardly be the case in a real deployment.
2.2.4 Routing
In multi-hop wireless sensor networks, routing protocols are needed in order to gain knowledge of
the network topology and to establish the communication path from each sensor node to the sink
[36]. The most common routing option is for each node to choose a parent that is one hop away
(closer to the sink) and to send its data to this node. Then the parent node forwards the data to
its own parent node and so on, until the data arrives at the sink/gateway. A routing protocol that
achieves such a tree topology is Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks (RPL) [37].
The immediate consequence is that the nodes closer to the sink spend more time in active state in
order to forward all the incoming packets and so, their battery drains quicker.
Organizing the sensor network in clusters coordinated by cluster heads is one way to avoid
this burden, as it reduces the distance between communicating nodes and allows the rotation of
nodes for the role of cluster heads, homogenizing the energy consumption inside the cluster and
implicitly, inside the network. A well known routing protocol of such type is Low Energy Adaptive
Cluster Hierarchical Routing (LEACH) [38]. Only the cluster heads are in charge of aggregating
the data and for sending it to the sink [35].
Another way to balance the energy consumption in a multi-hop network is to enable routing
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by choosing the available energy of the sensor node as metric, and not the distance to the sink
[23, 39]. Still, in this case, knowledge of the available energy of all nodes in the network is needed
in order to continuously update routing tables, even in static networks. In [39], they implement
RPL with energy as a metric, and each sensor node executes an algorithm in order to estimate its
available energy, value that will be used as path cost for when the nodes choose their parents. Their
scheme proves to distribute the energy consumption evenly among nodes without an impact on the
transmission accuracy. In [40], the estimation of the expected lifetime of a sensor node is used
as a metric with RPL. This estimation is based on the remaining energy, the link reliability to its
parent and the amount of forwarding the a certain node has to perform. The obtained performance
is comparable to using RPL with link reliability as a metric, but with a more balanced energy
consumption.
Allowing multi-path routing is more complex than single path routing, but it can be a way
to balance the energy consumption within the network by alternating between multiple available
paths for transmitting data packets [41, 42, 43].
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2.3 Frame and medium access layer level
The frame and medium access layer techniques for energy efficiency in IoT are directly related to
reducing the amount of data sent in the network, or changing the way data is sent in the network.
Data reduction is a solution to improving the energy efficiency of wireless sensor nodes and can
be achieved directly by reducing the sensing and sampling tasks performed by each sensor node.
Besides reducing the energy consumption, data reduction is important for reducing the network
traffic and saturation, and it is suitable for applications that do not require real time data [44].
Traditional approaches for data reduction are: data aggregation, adaptive sampling, network coding
and data compression.
For the cases where the amount of data cannot further be reduced, as it is the case of duty-
cycle restricted networks that send a very small amount of data, we identified that using packet
fragmentation despite a packet fits the frame could be a way of improving the energy efficiency of
the wireless sensor networks under congested situations. Moreover, to protect the network against
energy exhaustion attacks, using authenticated preambles enables a node to discard a malicious
packet before completing its reception, saving energy and contributing to the overall energy effi-
ciency of the network.
2.3.1 Data aggregation
Data aggregation schemes require a node to act as “aggregator”, in charge of collecting and aggre-
gating the data from its cluster in order to reduce the amount of data forwarded towards the sink.
While data aggregation reduces traffic and latency, it also reduces the accuracy of data, as only the
minimum necessary data is sent.
An important step for implementing data aggregation is managing the clustering of the net-
work. In [45], the authors propose data aggregation for improving the energy efficiency of the
data collection schemes used for smart cities under LTE-A. The aggregator is selected by the base
station and all the neighbouring nodes send data to the aggregator via low power links, while an
optimal modulation and coding scheme is chosen for the aggregator to send its data to the base
station. Their proposal is shown to be 11 times more energy efficient than LTE-A.
There are also tree models for data aggregation, where each node sends its data to its parent,
which will aggregate it to its own data and send it further, but this scheme assumes that all devices
have the computational capability of aggregating data [46, 47].
2.3.2 Adaptive sampling
Adaptive sampling is a technique that adjusts the sampling rate of the sensors while leaving the
information precision unaffected. In [48], an online Adaptive Sampling Algorithm (ASA) is pro-
posed, that adjusts the sampling rate of the sensor to the physical phenomenon under monitoring.
They evaluated it experimentally as part of a snow composition monitoring application. The al-
gorithm starts with a low sampling rate and after detecting a change in value of the measured
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parameters, the sampling rate is increased.
The sensing task can be energy-consuming and may generate unneeded samples which affects
communication resources and processing costs. For example, in a supervision application, low-
power acoustic detectors can be used to detect an intrusion. Then, when an event is reported,
power-hungry cameras can be switched on to obtain finer grained information [23]. Spatial corre-
lation can be used to decrease the sampling rate in regions where the variations in the sensed data
is low.
In [49], the authors propose adapting the sensing activity to the behavioural patterns of the
application. This proposal is done for sensor networks used in smart parking applications. Each
sensor node has customized sampling rates based on the data evolution characteristic to its specific
location, but the target is optimizing the network energy consumption. Their approach constrains
the operation of the most active sensors, while relaxing that of the sensor nodes with less activity,
such that all sensor nodes meet the expected lifetime required by the application.
2.3.3 Network coding
Network coding is a technique suitable for broadcast applications. In order to reduce data traffic
and implicitly energy consumption of the nodes forwarding the data, network coding implies a
node sending a combination of the received packets, and not all the received packets. This means
sending an XOR of the packets, or a random linear combination of the packets [50]. Then, at the
receiver’s side, the decoding is done either with an XOR operation with the overheard packets, or
by solving a system of linear equations, respectively.
IoT devices have limited computational resources, such that using complex network coding
schemes may result in important delays. This is why, in [51], network coding is used at the fog
layer. This layer is an intermediate layer between the WSN and the cloud and it is composed
of devices that have storage, computing power and network connectivity in order to collect data
from the sensor nodes and to reduce the amount of data sent to and stored in to the cloud. Net-
work coding is also shown to reduce additional data download in highly loaded P2P or multicloud
environments.
Network coding is also a way to increase the wireless sensor network reliability and to reduce
latency. In this sense, based on the link reliability, sending multiple times a linear combination
of packets proves to be more energy efficient than sending individual copies of packets, waiting
for feedback from the receiver and eventually retransmitting [50]. Still, the linear coding schemes
make all packets have the same importance, which may not always be the case, as there could
be some packets that have high priority for real-time applications. In this context, in [52], they




Data compression is a technique suitable for increasing the energy efficiency of networks used for
applications that do not require real-time data. It consists in reducing the number of bits used to
represent the information. The limited computational resources of the sensor nodes used in IoT
make it difficult to apply compression techniques to the data they sent.
In [44], the authors apply statistical processing to the temperature measurements collected by
sensor nodes and take advantage of the fact that temperature is a slowly changing process resulting
in statistically dependent symbols from the Analog to Digital Converter (ADC): the most probable
values of the change in temperature are -1, 0 and 1 and will be encoded using less bits. The data is
sent in frames containing the initial temperature value followed by the measured changes at each
sampling (if these changes exceeded a given threshold). Their approach can bring as much as 85%
of energy savings compared with sending raw data, but it is only recommended for applications
that do not require real-time data.
A similar idea is presented in [53], where they are aware of the limited computational capabil-
ities of sensor nodes and explore the high correlation between consecutive samples taken by the
sensor in order to compute a compressed version of each sample. In order to do so, they map the
sample values to a dictionary of size determined by the resolution of the ADC and then use Huff-
man coding to produce variable length codes for each sample evolution. They obtained lossless
compression ratios of ≈ 67% for temperature and humidity data.
2.3.5 Packet fragmentation
We propose the use of an aggressive packet fragmentation strategy, which consists in using packet
fragmentation, despite a frame fits into the Physical layer Protocol Data Unit (PDU). This strategy
could be a way to take better advantage of the available channels in the network, as the smaller the
fragments, the shorter the time on air and the higher the opportunity to transmit without collisions.
For multi-channel networks, using packet fragmentation spreads the transmission of a packet over
a set of channels in a more homogeneous way, thereby allowing channel hopping by fragment.
Also, in case of fragment loss, there is no need to retransmit the entire packet, but only the lost
fragment, leading to energy savings. This strategy and the challenges that come with it will be the
focus of Part I of this thesis.
2.3.6 Authentication preambles
A subtle type of attack directly related to the energy efficiency of wireless sensor networks, that
can be classified as denial of service, is represented by the energy exhaustion attacks: it exploits
the communication protocol in order to drain the battery of the device. The lack of authentication
at link or network layer can be exploited by causing a sensor node to continuously transmit and
receive messages. An attacker sending useless messages can exhaust the node’s resources, as these
messages are completely received before being discarded. We propose a verification method at
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the PHY-layer that is extensible to any wireless protocol. By allowing a gateway to insert an
Authentication Preamble (AP) in the packet format, the node is able to reject malicious packets
sooner, saving energy and guaranteeing the network’s long-term availability. The end-device does
not have to authenticate its messages to the gateway at the physical layer. This is because the
gateway does not have energy constraints. The details of the proposed method and the efficiency
of using authentication preambles are treated in Part I of the thesis.
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2.4 Radio and physical layer level
While most of the radio optimization techniques for energy efficiency in IoT focus on optimizing
parameters such as the modulation scheme, the transmission power or antenna directivity ([23,
25]), a factor that is sometimes left out is the importance of choosing the most energy efficient
radio chip around which the WSN solution is built.
2.4.1 Radio chip manufacturers
The radio module is the element that impacts the most the energy consumption of the WSN devices
and it has to be chosen/designed so as to minimize the energy dissipation. For short-range com-
munication, the radio chip consumption is dominating the consumption of the transmitted signal,
while for long range communication, the opposite happens.
The importance of the processor used for a WSN application can be seen in Fig. 2.3a and Fig.
2.3b [54], where, for the same protocol, IEEE802.15.4 and LoRaWAN respectively, same voltage




Fig. 2.3 Comparison of the energy consumption of various radio chips: a) IEEE 802.15.4; b)
LoRaWAN.
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2.4.2 Removing the crystal oscillators
The elimination of the off-chip frequency reference, typically a Crystal Oscillator (XTAL), would
bring important benefits in terms of size, price and energy efficiency of radios and systems-on-chip.
Crystals are typically used as the reference oscillators for synthesizing the radio frequency, and
for keeping time. Crystals are popular because they provide the necessary stability while remaining
low-power. It is common to use two crystals: a “slow” ultra low-power crystal oscillator for time-
keeping (typ. 32,768 Hz) and a “fast” and more power-hungry crystal oscillator for radio frequency
synthesis (typ. 12-48 MHz) [55]. Crystal oscillators have undoubtedly become cheaper and smaller
and offered better performance [56]. Their main drawback is that they are inherently external
(off-chip) components: using them requires special fabrication and packaging steps, and process
integration beyond Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (CMOS) [57]. They contribute
to the energy consumption, size and cost of the final product, which becomes significant at high
volumes (millions of chips) [58].
2.4.2.1 MEMS
There is important trend towards adopting Microelectromechanical Systems (MEMS) oscillators
as an alternative to crystals [59]. MEMS oscillators are complex, silicon-based structures, con-
sisting of a resonator, a fractional-N Phase Locked Loop (PLL) with a temperature sensor and
compensation circuitry [59]. MEMS oscillators allow for a more customizable package size, a
much higher accuracy than equivalent crystals over high temperature variation, and increased re-
sistance to shock and vibration [60, 61]. While crystals have to be cut into a fixed size, MEMS
oscillators can have a 60 − 80% smaller footprint, placed on top of the Application-Specific In-
tegrated Circuit (ASIC) [62]. They typically feature higher phase noise and energy consumption
than equivalent crystals [60]. Texas Instruments [63], a global semiconductor design and manu-
facturing company, has released early in 2019 the industry’s first crystal-free microcontroller unit,
the SimpleLink CC2652 [64], that uses in its structure a MEMS-based acoustic resonator [65].
MEMS oscillators are, as crystal oscillators, off-chip components. And while the CC2652 is a
good example of a MEMS+CMOS integration in a single package, it is still a packaging exercise,
rather than a full single-chip solution.
2.4.2.2 Single chip radio design
To further integrate communication chips, research is being done on designing on-chip oscilla-
tors that could replace the off-chip (crystal) oscillators [66, 67, 68], aiming to obtain crystal-free
architectures. Not needing to add crystals to a radio has several key advantages. All elements
– including the oscillators – are part of a single piece of silicon. This significantly reduces the
price of the device. It also reduces its footprint (size) in a design, to the point that it can be used
completely standalone, provided it embeds a power source. In the extreme case, such a mote-on-
a-chip can even be considered disposable. There are some further benefits, such as the fact that
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the start-up time of an on-chip resonator is much shorter than that of a crystal, making the system
faster to switch on and off. The resulting more efficient duty-cycling further reduces the average
power consumption of the crystal-free modules [58]. Besides eliminating the off-chip elements,
to further enhance the energy efficiency of a radio, the power-hungry circuitry such as a PLL [69]
could be removed. This will result in an energy consumption even 10 times lower than that of a
conventional crystal based chip, but will have important consequences to the obtained accuracy of
the frequency and time reference [70].
True single-chip radio design requires neither a crystal nor a MEMS oscillator. The space sav-
ings of removing off-chip elements is significant. Wireless communication systems (“radio chips”)
have been demonstrated that are as small as 0.46 mm2 [71], 2.025 mm2 [72], ≈ 4.4 mm2 [73],
≈ 9 mm2 [74]. As a point of comparison, the area occupied by a small crystal oscillator is
≈ 2mm2 [56, 75]. Part II of this thesis describes the challenges of removing the off-chip crystal
reference and PLL, analysing the obtained frequency accuracy and proposing techniques for fre-
quency calibration and channel discovery. This is, from the best of our knowledge, the first time
such analysis is done experimentally on a crystal free platform (we use SCuM), that we also use to
apply the proposed calibration techniques.
2.4.3 Modulation and coding scheme
The optimization of the modulation and coding scheme is more important for the networks that
have high communication range, as in those cases the energy required for packet transmission is
significantly higher and the gain brought by this optimization would be more significant.
Deepak and Babu in [76] analyze the impact of modulation and coding scheme on the energy
consumption of Wireless Body Area Networks (WBAN)s using IEEE802.15.6 standard. Their re-
sults showed that using coding schemes helps reducing the Bit Error Rate (BER) and that when
using higher order modulation schemes in WBANs, the total energy consumption of correctly
transmitting a packet is reduced given a specific BER performance value. This is the main con-
sequence of the fact that increasing the modulation order, the transmission time of the packet is
reduced. Still, for the same BER performance, the higher order modulation schemes require higher
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)s, but their results account for this.
A similar analysis is done by Bouguera et al.[77] for LoRaWAN and specifically, LoRa mod-
ulation [78]. Higher coding rates ensure lower time on air. Higher data rates (low Spreading
Factor (SF)) decrease the time on air as well (and so the consumed energy per transmitted bit),
while needing more transmission power for reaching the same range as a low data rate modulation
would. The maximum communication range at a given transmission power is achieved with the
lowest communication data rate (SF12). An important thing to mention is that with high data rates,
the payload size does not impact the energy consumption per useful bit. For low data rates though,
a longer payload significantly decreases the energy per useful bit.
We can see the impact of the chosen modulation scheme in terms of energy consumption for
data transmission. In order to determine the optimal modulation scheme that minimizes the energy
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consumption for a given application, other application-specific factors need to be considered, such
as the maximum allowed transmission power, the targeted BER and QoS, the network lifetime or
the required transmission range.
2.4.4 Transmission power control
Adjusting the transmission power at the physical layer is a technique that can be used to enhance
the energy efficiency of the wireless sensor networks. It leads to longer network lifetime, by either:
• increasing each device’s lifetime
• using cooperation between nodes
For the case of a flat network topology in which every node has the same responsibility and
same assigned traffic, the lifetime of the network can be increased by individually increasing the
lifetime of the sensor nodes. By considering the distance to the next-hop or the gateway, the
maximum transmission power of a device can be adjusted as often as possible. Dense networks can
have lower energy consumption than the sparse ones, as for the latter, the distance between nodes
may be higher. In this sense, in [79], they manage to extend ten times the lifetime of a sensor node
by continuously adjusting its transmission power based on the Received Signal Strength Indicator
(RSSI) and Link Quality Indicator (LQI). In [80], they notice that transmission power control
proves to be more effective when the link quality is poor.
Increasing the network lifetime in a cooperative way can be done when some nodes have higher
requirements than others, or have more traffic assigned, by regularly adjusting the transmission
power of every node in order to take into consideration the uneven energy consumption profile of
the sensors [81]. Therefore, a node with higher remaining energy may increase its transmission
power, which will potentially enable other nodes to decrease their transmission power, thus saving
energy. This strategy has an effect not only on energy but also on delays, link quality, interference
and connectivity.
Decreasing the transmission power has the advantage of decreasing the risk of interference,
favouring the spatial reuse of bandwidth. It also decreases the number of nodes that can overhear
the transmission. On the other hand, decreasing the transmission power reduces the transmission
range and then more hops are needed for forwarding a packet. This translates into higher delays
and a varying connectivity between sensors that would influence the network topology.
2.4.5 Directional antennas
Traditional sensors use omnidirectional antennas for communication, which means that they radi-
ate energy in every direction when transmitting data. In these conditions the sensors waste a lot of
energy when communication is supposed to happen only between two sensor nodes, and not as a
broadcast. Using directional antennas would allow packets to be sent and received by focusing the
energy on one direction at a time, improving the transmission range.
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In [82], reconfigurable directional antennas (RDA) are shown to present even more advantages
than conventional antennas, such as: radiation pattern, frequency, polarization and compound re-
configuration, further improving the energy efficiency of the network. Their study shows that
using RDAs benefit the network by presenting an almost 50% reduced energy consumption, col-
lision rate and latency when compared to networks using omnidirectional antennas. This happens
because directional antennas allow the spatial reuse of bandwidth, limiting overhearing and by hav-
ing an increased antenna gain require less power for reaching the same range as an omnidirectional
antenna.
In spite of the presented advantages regarding the energy efficiency, using directional antennas
require more processing and complexity at the sensor’s side, as localisation techniques are needed
for orienting the antenna and for maintaining information about the location of other nodes in the
network [83]. Other problems that could rise are related to deafness or hidden terminal. Deafness
happens at the receiver’s side, when its antenna is oriented in a different direction than the direc-
tion of arrival of the packet [84]. The hidden terminal problem occurs at the transmitter’s side,
when it causes a collision by initiating a transmission to the receiver of an ongoing directional
communication [85].
2.4.6 Battery charging
An important thing to mention is that the wireless sensor networks were introduced in order to re-
place the need for visual inspection and time-based maintenance done by people, with autonomous
processes that by definition, would need as little as possible human intervention [86]. This is why,
changing the batteries of the sensor nodes should be out of question. Anyway, there are more rea-
sons for not considering the possibility of changing the batteries of the sensor nodes. One reason
could be that the nodes are located in hard to reach environments or that opening the case of the
sensors would cause mechanical problems. Another reason could be related to a very high number
of nodes in the network which would make it a tedious and cost ineffective work for humans. The
longer the lifetime of the wireless sensor network, the better the network is working towards its
purpose. The usual requirement for the sensors lifetime is 10 years. Besides using techniques as
those enumerated throughout this chapter, research in energy efficient IoT has focused on using
energy harvesting or wireless charging, techniques that could help meeting the 10 year lifetime
requirement or could even allow unlimited operation.
2.4.6.1 Energy harvesting
The energy can be harvested from sources like solar, thermal, vibration, RF signals, or even the
human body. Even if energy harvesting is a promising solution to enhancing network lifetime, it
requires careful considerations in many aspects, such as the availability of the harvesting source,
the harvesting transducer type, its implementation and siting, the required power levels, the energy
storage component, the associated power-management electronics, etc [86]. The most important
factor to know is the availability and magnitude of the harvesting source, in order to be able to
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predict the next charging cycle and to optimize the behaviour of the sensors between two charging
cycles. In [87] a solar energy harvester is dimensioned so as to fit the IoT application require-
ments. It is used with a supercapacitor that serves as energy storage. The idea the authors use
for the dimensioning is straightforward: the averaged scavenged power should be greater or equal
to the average power consumption of the application. In their case, as solar energy is used, the
sensor nodes have to adapt their sampling activity to two periodic behaviours: the day-night cy-
cle and the season change. Even if during daytime in summer the nodes have enough energy to
allow high sampling rates, during nighttime or winter days, they have to implement other energy
efficiency techniques in order to be able to minimize the use of the stored energy. In [88], a case
of vibrational energy scavenging is presented, with applications to Time Slotted Channel Hopping
(TSCH) networks. Knowing the energy demands of such a deterministic and slotted network, a
proper scavenging source is chosen so as to have a self-sustainable network.
2.4.6.2 Wireless charging
Wireless charging allows to transmit power between two devices without the need of physical
contact. Besides the direct consequence of being able to charge sensor nodes using a drone, for
example, wireless charging would also enable cooperation between sensor nodes that would trade
energy. There are several identified techniques of wireless charging, but the more promising are:
inductive coupling, magnetic resonance coupling, electromagnetic radiation and distributed laser
charging [89].
While wireless charging can be done using electromagnetic radiation and reaching tens of
meters, it could raise safety concerns for humans. This is the reason why this wireless charging
option is regulated by the Federal Communications Commission to the order of milliwatts over
several meters [90]. Magnetic resonant coupling seems to be more effective and can be used
for near field power transmission, for example, for medical or in-body sensors, even electric car
charging, without requiring line of sight [89]. Inductive coupling requires a very short distance
and tight alignment for charging, with a range of few milimeters to few centimeters and is more
suitable for home appliances (e.g.toothbrush). It also has a heating effect [89].
In [89, 90], a distributed laser charging technology is introduced. This technology can transfer
approximately 2 Watts of power over a range of 10 meters. The efficiency of the transfer is affected
by factors such as temperature, wavelength, distance, material and air quality. While suitable for
mobile devices and home appliances, it has a low charging efficiency and requires line of sight.
In [91], they consider a mobile charger that could charge multiple sensor nodes at the same time.
They propose charging plans so as to minimize the number of stops a charger has to make and the








































Authenticated preambles in energy restricted LPWANs
3.1 Introduction
In the context of new market demands, such as smart cities, e-health, intelligent transportation,
infrastructure monitoring and many other industrial applications, wireless sensor networks allow
users to remotely access data and take decisions based on it. For example, an infrastructure mon-
itoring application could trigger alarms when a maintenance cycle is needed, allowing for taking
timely and appropriate actions.
LPWANs are wireless sensor networks that provide low power operation and long range con-
nectivity at the cost of reduced data rates and strict duty cycle regulations. Current technologies
[78, 11, 92], operate in the sub-GHz bands in order to cover a communication range in the order of
kilometers, have star network topologies and Aloha-based Medium Access Control (MAC) access.
Moreover, a gateway is able to accommodate thousands of sensor nodes, allowing for low cost
deployments and customizable applications and services. The sensor nodes hardware and software
is built to be simple and minimalistic with the goal to ensure years of battery lifetime. The low
energy consumption and the possibility of powering the nodes using energy harvesting, reduces
even more the costs of batteries and maintenance. All these factors make LPWAN the technology
with the lowest energy consumption per provided service, but also makes it be vulnerable in front
of attackers.
In [93] the main cyberattacks faced by the critical infrastructure owners and operators are intro-
duced. Amongst others, those wireless devices are exposed to phishing, unpatched vulnerabilities
and Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. Phishing opens the door to a wide range of possibilities:
traffic capture, network flood, controlling of network parameters and other further possible ex-
ploitations. In mesh networks, wormhole attacks are used to create false route information and
routing loops that increase the energy consumption of these networks [94].
The eventual vulnerabilities existent in the application or operating system allow an attacker to
perform actions for which it’s not authorized and it mainly leads to collection of information. For
example, in the case of an energy management system, an attacker could get information about
when and where power is used, that could further lead to knowing if and when anyone is on that
property [95].
Both phishing and the exploit of vulnerabilities can lead to DoS. The DoS prevents a system
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from carrying its designated tasks. Jamming can be a way towards service disrupt [95]. Moreover,
in LPWANs, because of the low data rate that leads to a long time on air of the messages, jamming
is possible and effective [94].
In this chapter, our attention is focused on the LoRa technology, one of the most used industrial
LPWAN technologies. Security issues have been analyzed for LoRa networks [94], [96], [97];
Still, the analysis made in the literature explores how these issues impact the traffic performance
and the actual data privacy, while in this chapter we focus on the impact on energy consumption
and network lifetime. We analyze the impact of a DoS attack on the network lifetime through real
data collection using the Loadsensing sensor nodes developed by Worldsensing [18]. The novelty
of this work consists in considering LoRaWAN class B in a scenario in which an attacker aims
at draining the batteries of the sensor nodes in order to kill the network. Then, we evaluate the
efficiency of a possible solution based on authenticated preambles against this type of attack.
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3.2 Security mechanisms in LoRaWAN
LoRaWAN [78] is a promising technology for IoT. It’s proprietary physical layer uses CSS mod-
ulation [19]. Orthogonal SFs allow for variable data rates ranging from 0.3 kbps to 27 kbps. SF
can vary from 7 to 12, the least corresponding to the smallest datarate and highest communication
range. LoRa enables the trade-off between throughput for coverage range and robustness while
keeping a constant bandwidth. In Europe, the sensor nodes can send data on randomly chosen
channels in the 868MHz ISM band, subject to the allowed duty cycle [14, 98]. A typical gateway
can listen on 8 channels at once.
LoRaWAN is organized as a star topology: the end-devices or sensor nodes communicate
directly with a LoRa gateway. There are three categories of end-devices [10]: Class A, Class
B and Class C, but it is mandatory that all devices support class A by default. A class A end-
device supports bi-directional communication, in the sense that a Downlink (DL) transmission
can be received only in the pre-defined reception windows that the device opens following it’s
Uplink (UL) data. Class A devices provide the lowest possible energy consumption: the end-
device transmits messages using Aloha protocol restricted by a mandatory 1% duty cycle [14].
Normally, no acknowledgements are provided by the gateway, as these are expensive in terms
of energy. The DL traffic is mainly dedicated for MAC commands that control the end-device
datarate, channel or transmission power [10].
Class B end-devices have additional receive windows determined by the gateway’s beaconing
interval (1s to 128s). Class C devices allow continuous reception of data. Industrial solutions
based on LoRaWAN use class A devices. Class B devices would allow for more feedback from
the gateway.
Because of the Aloha-based protocol, collisions of signals can happen at the gateway. Col-
lisions happen if two or more packets are sent on the same channel, with the same SF and they
overlap in time. In case of collision, all of the collided packets are dropped. For two packets arriv-
ing at the gateway with the same SF at the same time, the gateway can decode one if it has a power
greater than 6dB above the other peak [99]. As for different SFs the rejection gain ranges from 16
to 36 dB, we can consider there is no inter-spreading factor interference.
In what concerns non-LoRa interferers, due to the redundancy associated with wideband spread-
spectrum modulation, LoRa is resilient to the interference mechanism that appears as bursty short
duration pulses [100]. According to [101] , LoRa can tolerate a non LoRa interferer if this is less
than 5dB (19.5dB) above desired signal for SF=7 (12) for the case of an error coding scheme of
4/6. Being wide-band, a narrow band jamming signal would only add noise on a very small portion
of this band and the LoRa signal would still be recoverable. Also, a jammer that floods the channel
can easily be detected and dealt with. Moreover, it would need to transmit with high power on a
very wide band of the radio spectrum, which poses an important problem for a potential attacker.
LoRaWAN offers a good degree of protection against impersonation, as the end-device needs to
be authenticated: a Message Authentication Code (MAuC) confirms that the message comes from
an authorized sender. The LoRaWAN network and application layer use EUI64, while the device
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specific key, EUI128. AES CCM (128-bit) is used for encryption and authentication [10]. The
Network Session Key (NwkSKey) is used for checking the validity of messages, Message Integrity
Check (MIC). The Application Session Key (AppSKey) is used for encryption and decryption of
the payload.
Regarding replay attacks, LoRaWAN offers a mechanism to prevent them [94]: the MIC of
a message, once validated by a gateway, prevents any further occurrences of the same sequence
number. The lack of timestamp in LoRaWAN headers, makes it possible for a packet to be replayed
at a later time as legitimate, only if the original message was jammed and no message with a higher
sequence number has been received by the gateway. This attack could be used to hide the changes
detected by the sensor nodes.
A more subtle type of attack that can be classified as a denial of service is represented by
the exhaustion attacks: it exploits the communication protocol in order to drain the battery of the
device. The lack of authentication at link or network layer can be exploited by making a given
sensor node continuously transmit and receive messages. In this case, an attacker sending useless
messages can exhaust the node’s resources, as these messages are completely received before being
discarded. This type of attack is unpractical for the case of class A devices, as the only opportunity
it has is after the uplink transmission, which happens normally every few hours. Class B and Class
C devices have a higher listening rate and so are much more exposed to this type of attack. Class
C devices are in continuous reception mode, having high energy consumption and are more likely
to be used for smart home applications, where they can be plugged in, e.g for smart plugs. This
is why in this chapter we consider the case of a class B device, as it is more likely to be used in
industry due to its good trade-off between energy consumption and reactivity.
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3.3 Preamble authentication in LoRaWAN
3.3.1 Exhaustion attacks in LoRaWAN
In the industrial context, sensor networks must be resilient and robust against any external dis-
ruption. We address the problem of exhaustion attacks, which is a type of DoS attack for battery
powered devices. This type of attack exploits the communication protocol in order to drain the
device battery, rendering it inoperative. We consider LoRaWAN class B end-devices, as class A
devices have a reactivity limited to the transmission rate of uplink messages, although the attack
still applies. Class B allows for an efficient downlink communication at the expense of increased
power draw due to periodic listening for beacons.
To carry out this attack, an attacker sniffs the medium for any downlink message addressed to
the target end-device (for class A a node may listen for the uplink message to be able to attack the
downlink windows afterwards). Then the attacker would synchronize with the listening window
of the LoRaWAN device and send a single but very long packet on each listening window. Since
the device needs to receive the whole packet in order to calculate the network level MAuC before
discarding it, it would be forced to receive up to≈ 250 bytes of payload message which could take
up to 14 seconds depending on the SF in use.
3.3.2 Early message authentication
We propose a verification method at the PHY-layer that is extensible to any wireless protocol.
The use of an AP is able to reject malicious packets sooner, saving energy and so guaranteeing
network’s long-term availability. Fig. 3.1a shows the packet structure as used in LoRaWAN, while
Fig. 3.1b shows the proposed packet structure that would lead to a sooner verification of a message
authenticity. This allows discarding the malicious packet after receiving the first 4 bytes after the
synchronization word.
Normally, the MAuC is generated using the payload of the message it accompanies. As we
want to be able to reject the packet sooner, we would not have the payload in order to compute the
MAuC. Therefore we must generate a MAuC that is known at the start of the reception frame and
that is different at each frame. We propose a token exchange scheme: the end-device uses a token
that the gateway will use to authenticate at the physical layer all subsequent communication.
The end-device does not have to authenticate its messages to the gateway at the physical layer.
This is because the gateway does not have energy constraints. In Fig. 3.2 we propose to use a
frame counter as the token upon which the MAuC will be generated. Given that each reception
frame has a fixed duration, the gateway, once it has obtained the frame counter from the node, can
easily predict the frame counter no matter how much time has passed. If the gateway knows the
counter value φ for the frame fi, to know the counter for a frame in the future fm it simply needs
to divide the elapsed time between fi and fm by the frame duration. The resulting value is then
added to φ to obtain the frame counter for fm.
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(a) Packet structure as defined by LoRaWAN
(b) Packet structure including authentication preamble
Fig. 3.1 Packet structure: a) as defined by LoRaWAN; b) new structure allowing early authentica-
tion of the packets received by an end-device.
3.3.3 Securing the token exchange
The token is sent to the gateway once the end-device boots. This ensures that reception is available
as soon as possible. To deal with possible de-synchronization, the token is retransmitted periodi-
cally at a predefined interval. The token exchange must be coupled with a strong cipher algorithm
such as Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). The application key is distributed during the device
manufacturing and it is only known by the device itself and by the network server. A possible vul-
nerability arises when an adversary can capture the moment a device reboots because it will then
know the exact token value. The token value can be initialized during manufacturing to a random
value for each device, which would remove this vulnerability.
The MAuC is then calculated as follows:
1. The frame counter value k is computed
2. The value k is padded to up to 16 bytes. The 16 byte block is then encrypted using an AES
algorithm with a shared key
3. The last 4 bytes of the resulting cipher text represents the MAuC value.
The end-device follows the same procedure in order to determine the accepted MAuC value
for the current reception frame.
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Fig. 3.2 Token exchange as a form of message authentication: the first token value is generated
when the end-device is booted. The token value is then used to authenticate any incoming packet.
Regarding the suitability of our proposed approach in face of a brute force attack, which is
an attacker trying to sniff and guess the next MAuC value, the 64-bit token makes the search
space close to intractable, even if using rainbow tables [102]. Also, a cipher-text attack would
result difficult because when using either a cipher or a hash on the token, the entire result of the
computation, usually a 16 bytes block, is not sent over the air, only 4 bytes of it, in the MAuC field.
The adversary does not then have a complete set of cipher-text to attack the cipher algorithm.
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3.4 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the efficiency of using authentication preambles in a realistic Lo-
RaWAN setting. Fig. 3.3 shows the behavior of an end device in both cases of using and not using
authentication preamble. On the left side of the figure we can see that if the end device does not
use AP it will stay in reception mode for all the packets sent by an attacker, without being able
to discard them before their transmission is completed. On the right side of Fig. 3.3, an end de-
vice implementing AP is able to discard the attacker’s packet, 4B after the synchronization word
composing this message.
The experimental setup we used was composed of a Loadsensing sensor node [15], a Lo-
RaWAN gateway and a sniffer that would synchronize with the node and would send packets,
acting as if it was a legitimate gateway. The end device is implementing LoRaWAN class B and
is set to wake up every 15s to listen for DL messages coming from the LoRaWAN gateway. The
predefined listening period for downlink packets from the gateway is 300ms. The sensor node is
configured to take samples at a very low rate (12h - 24h), and thus most of the time is sleeping.
In a typical scenario, the DL messages from the gateway are very limited, so the end device
would normally wake up, listen for 300ms and go back to sleep, as there would be no packets
to hear. This is why, in our setting, the attacker is the only one sending DL messages to the end
device. The attacker would send every 15s (the wake-up period of the end device) a packet with
the payload set to the maximum allowed value for SF12, (242B)[10], transmission that takes 14s.
The goal of the attacker is to keep the node awake as much time as possible.
3.4.1 Energy exhaustion attack: end device does not implement AP
Fig. 3.4 shows the end device current consumption versus time, for the case when AP is not
implemented and the attacker sends packets with the maximum payload size.
We can observe the periodicity in node’s activity: the node wakes up, starts receiving the
packet and cannot discard it, it has to receive it completely before being able to see that it is not a
legitimate packet. For obtaining this plot, we used the PowerScale tool [103], taking measurements
for 1 minute and repeating the tests 1000 times. There are 10, 000 samples/s, so the whole test
shows 600, 000 samples. We can see in Fig. 3.4 that the packet reception lasts for approximately
14s out of the 15s configured as beaconing interval.
3.4.2 Energy exhaustion attack: end device implements AP
This scenario is similar to the previous one, with the only difference that the end device implements
the AP and it is expecting the gateway to send the correct message authentication code described
in Section 3.3.3.
In Fig. 3.5 we can see that when using AP, the node wakes up every 15s, but it is able to discard
attacker’s packet after checking for the existence of AP. As the attacker does not have any AP, or
it is not able to generate the correct MAuC, the end device is able to go back to sleep state. Every
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Fig. 3.3 The behavior of an end device subject to an energy exhaustion attack: (left) the end device
does not implement AP; (right) end device implements AP.
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Fig. 3.4 End device current consumption versus time (sample number), for the case when AP is not
implemented and the attacker sends packets with the maximum allowed payload size. Listening
periodicity: 15s; Packet duration: 14s; Awake time: 14s; Test duration: 1min.
15s the node will wake up for approximately 1s.
3.4.3 Analysis of energy consumption
In this section we analyze the energy consumption of a node running in a typical Class B Lo-
RaWAN network. The results have been extrapolated from real measurements conducted on a
LoadSensing device [15]. The performed tests aimed at understanding what is the energy drained
from the battery of a node in normal operation conditions and under a DoS attack, when (not)
implementing the preamble authentication. The parameters we used for the analysis are presented
in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Technical parameters
Parameter Value Unit
Battery Capacity 23.2 Ah
Sensor power draw 2.2 Ah/year
Sensors UL data 0.025 Ah/year
DL listening 1.983 Ah/year
AP Beacon 0.17 Ah/year
Attack power drain (no AP) 94.024 Ah/year
Attack power drain (with AP) 6.354 Ah/year
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Fig. 3.5 End device current consumption versus time (sample number), for the case when AP is
implemented and the attacker sends packets with the maximum allowed payload size. Listening
periodicity: 15s; Packet duration: 14s; Awake time: 1s; Test duration: 1min.
Table 3.2 Expected battery lifetime of a sensor node
Operation Mode Authentication Preamble Battery Duration
Normal Operation No 5.51 years
Yes 5.3 years
DoS Attack No 2.9 months
Yes 2.65 years
We considered the real case of a Loadsensing end device using 4x Li-SOCl2 primary batteries
of 5.8 Ah each. It sends a 20 B data message per day, transmission which takes about 5s in the
air. The used radio has a transmission energy consumption (at 7dB) of 18mA. Reception energy
consumption is 11.5mA.
The sensor node wakes up every 15s to listen for DL data. In normal operation mode the
listening duration is 300ms, while in the case of a DoS attack, if the node implements the AP, it
can discard the packet after 0.9s. If no AP is implemented, the node stays in reception mode for
14s.
In Table 3.2 the expected battery duration of the device is presented, considering a normal
network operation and when a DoS attack is performed. Preamble authentication is considered
incurring an extra overhead of 4B which causes extra energy consumption.
As observed, the impact of the preamble authentication technique on the energy consumption
under normal operation conditions (no attack) is small, reducing the battery less than 4%.
These results confirm the fact that using the authentication preamble can reduce 91% the effect
of an exhaustion attack, this means increasing the battery lifetime from 0.24 years to 2.65 years.
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The battery lifetime reduction due to using the authentication preamble under an exhaustion
attack is 53.9% (this is the worst case scenario, when in each 15s the node has to stay awake to
check the preamble of the malicious message), compared with 95.6% when not using the preamble.
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3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we studied the suitability of authenticated preambles to cope with exhaustion attacks
in LoRaWAN networks. We show that a short 4B preamble can incur a small energy consumption
overhead of less than 4% in operational networks while it prevents malicious attackers to signif-
icantly impact the operation of a network. This chapter presented results based on an industrial
data logger platform used commercially for critical infrastructure control and monitoring. Even if
exemplified on LoRaWAN devices, this technique is extensible to any wireless protocol.
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CHAPTER 4
Packet fragmentation in LPWANs
4.1 Introduction
LPWANs are being challenged to offering higher quality of service connecting an increasing num-
ber of industrial assets at low costs. The demands for the industrial IoT applications incremented
from simple monitoring applications with low traffic needs and low power consumption, to ap-
plications where the guarantee of a timely packet delivery is required while maintaining the low
power consumption [3]. LPWANs are star-topology networks composed of battery-operated de-
vices mostly deployed in harsh environments, where the battery replacement is costly. Those
devices are required to operate with very low power consumption in order to provide 10 years of
network lifetime. The data being sent by sensor nodes to the gateway consists in a few packets/day,
most of the times without being acknowledged, as a way to maintain the sensor nodes more time
off and to satisfy the 1% duty-cycle restrictions imposed by ETSI in the license-free bands [14].
In this context, with duty-cycle restrictions and limited transmission opportunities, packet frag-
mentation opens up new challenges and opportunities to be explored. In order to analyse this, we
consider the approach taken by the IETF LPWAN WG where packet fragmentation headers are
being defined with an overhead of one extra byte [104]. This limitation is mandated by the tech-
nology characteristic that impose strict limitations in the amount of data to be sent. In this chapter,
we study the impact of fragmenting the data packets considering 1B fragmentation header for the
LoRa particular use case. The LoRa technology developed by Semtech [78] was chosen as a case
study for this work, as it is one of the most adopted technologies for the industrial IoT applications
[105]. These networks have very low data rates, ranging from 0.3 kbps to 27 kbps depending on
the Spreading Factor (SF) in use. More details about this technology were provided in Chapter 3.2.
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4.2 Related work
In the current literature, we found very few references related to packet fragmentation in LPWANs.
Most of them are related to allowing the transmission of IPv6 packets or of large volumes of data
over LPWANs. The rest of the available information related to fragmentation refers to the condition
only when transmission cannot be completed or there is the need to adjust the packet size to the
channel conditions.
The 6LoWPAN [106] (IPv6 over Low-Power Wireless Personal Area Networks) working group
of IETF is working on encapsulation and header compression mechanisms as an adaptation layer
that allows IPv6 packets with a Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) requirement of 1280B to
be sent and received over IEEE 802.15.4 based networks [107, 108]. While the frame payload
of 802.15.4-2006 has a size of 81B to 102B (depending on IPv6 Headers), supporting 4-5B frag-
mentation headers, many LPWAN technologies have a maximum payload size that is one order of
magnitude below it, so this header size causes a high overhead.
The IETF LPWAN [109] WG is developing a set of mechanisms to compress IPv6 on top of
LPWAN networks such as LoRa, Sigfox, NB-IoT or WiSUN. The approach is based on defining
static IPv6 contexts and compressing all the header information that can be mapped to a context.
Packet fragmentation is also considered with a header overhead of one extra byte.
The work in [110] presents a data fragmentation scheme for the IEEE 802.15.4 wireless sensor
networks that has as a purpose the avoidance of packet collisions in densely deployed networks.
Fragmentation is introduced only for the case when the remaining number of back-off periods in
the current superframe are not enough to complete the data transmission procedure and the sensor
nodes would normally hold the complete transmission until the next superframe. If two or more
nodes have these pending transmissions for the next superframe, they collide at the beginning
of it and cause the waste of the channel utilization. Their proposed fragmentation scheme is to
adapt the packet size to the number of remaining back-off periods in the current frame, send it,
and send the remaining fragment at the beginning of the next super-frame, after performing Clear
Channel Assessment (CCA), showing good improvements in aggregate throughput and collision
probability.
In [111] packet fragmentation is used for allowing the transmission of large volume of data in
WSNs, such as images and videos, and block acknowledgements are introduced for reducing the
costs of exchanging control packets. As they consider S-MAC in their work, errors are caused by
BER rather than by collisions, as S-MAC has frames with listen and sleep periods. Their results
show that there is no single best fragment size, but that it is dependent on the characteristics of the
deployment environment.
In [112] an optimization work of the optimal packet size in wireless sensor networks is pre-
sented, with the varying of packet size based on the channel conditions for throughput enhance-
ments. There are no collisions assumed in the network, and again the only source of error is the
BER of the channel. It was shown that applying Forward Error Correction (FEC) can significantly
improve the energy efficiency of the communication links.
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Other works like [113, 114] showed that the optimum packet length is dependent on the appli-
cation and communication protocol, but this is not necessarily studied in a fragmentation scenario.
Our work focuses on the analysis of the impact of using packet fragmentation in industrial
LPWANs operating in 1% duty-cycle restricted channels, where the data does fit in the frame, but
the advantages of using smaller fragments is studied. We take into consideration only the errors
caused by colliding packets, while considering perfect channel conditions. We consider that in
these Aloha-type networks, the impact of the channel becomes of low importance with the net-
work densification, as collisions drastically increase and limit their performance. This is contrary
to works like [111, 112], where as there are very few or no collisions in the network, the im-
pact of the channel BER must be taken into account. We drive our work towards the impact of
fragmentation on reliability of communication, network densification and energy consumption.
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4.3 Analysis scenarios
In order to match the characteristics of real LPWAN deployments, the analyzed networks consist
of sensor nodes accessing the channel using the Aloha protocol (as in LoRaWAN). In average,
each sensor node has data to send every 10 seconds, in order to ensure a full buffer. The data
packets generated by the nodes have a payload of 250B, with 1B of header. This means that every
time fragmentation is used, the payload is divided and one extra Byte of header is added to each
fragment.
As the LPWAN networks are very restricted from the energy and duty-cycle point of view, no
packet acknowledgements are considered in the downlink, so the collided packets are lost. Note
that an Acknowledgement (ACK) has a two-fold impact on LPWAN performance: it increases
the channel utilization and reduces the time in sleep state of the nodes (thereby increasing energy
consumption). However, the lack of ACKs impedes quality of service guarantees.
The considered scenarios allow us to compare the implications of using packet fragmentation
in ideal networks (no duty cycle restrictions) with those in real, 1% duty cycle restricted network
deployments. For both cases, the impact of packet fragmentation on energy consumption, through-
put, goodput and end-to-end latency is studied when using two data rates, corresponding to LoRa
SF7 (5470 bps) and SF12 (250 bps) in 125 kHz bandwidth channels. We consider that these per-
formance metrics are the most relevant in the case of LPWANs, and LoRaWAN in particular.
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4.4 Performance evaluation metrics
For the sake of clarity, in this section we present basic terms characteristic to LoRa networks,
followed by definitions of the performance metrics we used in our simulations. In LoRa networks,
the notion of Time on Air (ToA) is used for defining the packet or fragment transmission duration
at a given spreading factor and channel bandwidth, and it is expressed as the sum of the preamble
duration and payload duration after converting their respective lengths from bytes to symbols [19].
The preamble is a sequence of a programmable number of symbols used for synchronizing the
receiver and enabling it for the detection of the following LoRa chirps that make the user payload.





A LoRa symbol is composed of 2SF chirps, which cover the entire frequency band, so the SF is
defined as the logarithm in base 2, of the number of chirps per symbol used for modulation [115].
As the LPWAN networks operating in the 868MHz ISM band in Europe have to restrict their
duty-cycle to 1% per channel, each node will send one packet or fragment of data and then switch
to sleep for the amount of time that it is obliged to stay off because of this restriction. The off





where ToA is the time on air and DC is the duty-cycle in %. As we can see, Toff is dependent on
the packet length by its corresponding time on air (ToA). When using packet fragmentation, the
node has to stay off until the Toff corresponding to the fragment ToA expires and then wake up to
send the following fragment.
The impact of fragmentation on energy consumption is defined as an overhead, so as to show
how much extra energy is consumed when fragmenting with respect to the case when the same
data is sent unfragmented. This is expressed as




where E and Ef represent the energy consumption for sending the data unfragmented and frag-
mented, respectively. The energy consumption is proportional with the number of packets being
sent and with the packet duration.
The goodput is defined as the ratio between the number of packets that arrive at the destination
undamaged by collisions (Nu) and the total number of packets sent in the network (Npkt). For
the case when fragmentation is used, the damage of at least one fragment causes the loss of the







In our analysis, the throughput is defined as the data successfully received by the gateway for
a given period of time. That is, Ndatau × Sdata, where Ndatau is the number of received packets or





The average delay in the network is defined as the mean time required for a packet to be
received in the gateway. This delay is computed for various scenarios, consisting of variable
number of sensor nodes and variable options for fragmentation.
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4.5 Results
The results presented in this section for no-duty cycle restricted and 1% duty cycle restricted
networks, were obtained with a custom-made Matlab simulator that gathered all the information
presented in the previous sections. For reasons of computational complexity, for each analyzed
case, the results are averaged over 300 different arrival patterns that were generated for the given
arrival rate.
4.5.1 No duty-cycle restricted network
In the following subsections we analyze the impact of fragmentation on throughput and goodput,
for the case of a network that has no restrictions in terms of duty-cycle.
4.5.1.1 Throughput
Fig. 4.1 Collisions in Aloha networks: data loss when sending a packet unfragmented and frag-
mented in 2, respectively.
In Aloha networks, collisions can happen anytime during packet transmission and so, for a
250B packet the probability of collision during its transmission is very high, causing the loss of
the whole packet. Fragmenting the packet will reduce this loss to the interfering sections of the
colliding packets, leaving some of the fragments of the packet unaffected by this collision. This can
be seen in Fig. 4.1, where, choosing not to fragment the packet will cause the loss of the complete
colliding packets, even if the collision is caused by the complete or only partial superposition of
the packets; fragmenting is a way not to lose the complete data when colliding, the damage being
restricted to the affected fragments only, and causing an increase in throughput.
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Considering various numbers of nodes in the network, Fig. 4.2a plots the relative increase in
throughput with respect to non-fragmentation case, for a network operating at SF7. We can see
that the impact of fragmentation on throughput increases with the network density. This means that
fragmentation could be a valid way towards network densification. Also, increasing the number
of fragments/packet too much will cause the decrease of the obtained gain, because of network
saturation, which is the case in Fig. 4.2a for a 20 nodes network, after a number of 30 frag-
ments/packet/node. For the other two cases, of 5 and 10 sensor nodes, the network load is too
small to be able to witness the same effect as for 20 nodes.
The network load can be ”artificially” increased by lowering the datarate of the network from
SF7 to SF12. In Fig. 4.2b we see that the impact of fragmentation is higher in denser networks
and that the throughput gain increases up to a certain number of fragments, after which it has a
continuously decreasing trend, caused by the increasing amount of collisions in the network.
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Fig. 4.2 Throughput gain when fragmenting a 250 bytes packet with respect to the case when
packet fragmentation is not used, for LPWAN networks composed of 5, 10 and 20 sensor nodes
operating at a) SF7 b) SF12.
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4.5.1.2 Goodput
The goodput is given by the percentage of uncollided packets for the case where the sensor nodes
do not fragment the data and by the percentage of packets that have no damaged fragments for the
case when nodes do fragment the data (Fig. 4.3). Even if the throughput increases considerably
while fragmenting, it is not used as a measure of the ”reliability” of the transmission, because of
the lack of acknowledgements in the network. Adding 1B header to each of the fragments means
that the final ToA occupied by a packet is slightly longer than when not fragmenting. This can
cause new collisions in the network and then the goodput, in this scenario of one channel and no
duty-cycle restrictions, is not better than when not fragmenting. There is a relative decrease in
goodput with respect to the non-fragmentation case that can be seen in the Fig. 4.3, where the
decrease is higher for denser networks, as the network gets saturated. The same trend is valid for
networks operating at SF12, but for these, the goodput is already close to 0% because of their very
long ToA considering arrivals at each node occur every 10 seconds.



















Fig. 4.3 Goodput decreases when fragmenting a 250 bytes packet with respect to the case when
packet fragmentation is not used, for LPWAN networks composed of 5, 10 and 20 sensor nodes
operating at SF7.
4.5.2 Duty cycle restricted networks
The following subsections describe the effect of packet fragmentation on goodput, energy con-
sumption and end to end delay, considering 1% duty-cycle restricted networks.
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4.5.2.1 Goodput
The results in Fig. 4.4a show the gain in network goodput brought by fragmentation, in 1% duty-
cycle restricted networks composed of 5, 10 and 20 sensor nodes operating at SF7. The same can
be seen in Fig. 4.4b for networks operating at SF12, but in this case, the gains are much higher, as
fragmentation could bring the goodput of such slow networks, for example, from 10% to more than
80% by fragmenting in more than 25 each packet sent in a 5-nodes network. This improvement
observed in these slow networks is of high importance, because, in LPWANs/LoRa, using higher
spreading factors is a way to reach higher distances, at the costs of higher ToA values. Sending
a 250B payload at SF7 is characterized by a ToA value of roughly 0.5s, while sending the same
payload at SF12 can take up to 9s.
Again, we notice that the higher the number of nodes in the network, the higher the gain brought
by fragmentation. An interesting fact is that in 1% duty-cycle restricted networks, the goodput
variation trend is not strictly decreasing with the number of fragments anymore, but increases
until it reaches a steady value. This is because of the mandatory Toff : the various arrivals in
the network will become more separate in time with fragmentation, decreasing the occurrence of
collisions, up to a point when fragmentation does not help anymore, but does not decrease the
goodput performance of the network either.
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Fig. 4.4 Network goodput variation when fragmenting a 250 bytes packet with respect to the case
when packet fragmentation is not used, for 1% duty-cycle restricted LPWAN networks composed
of 5, 10 and 20 sensor nodes operating at a) SF7 b) SF12.
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4.5.2.2 Energy consumption overhead
The impact of using packet fragmentation on energy consumption is studied in Fig. 4.5 by com-
paring the energy consumption of sending the data in one packet, to that of sending it fragmented.
As these results are independent on the duty-cycle restrictions of the network, they are valid for
both study cases. What has a high impact on the energy consumption of the sensor nodes is the
spreading factor used, as the higher the spreading factor, the higher the ToA of the packet and
implicitly, the energy consumption for sending it.
Results show that fragmenting brings an energy consumption overhead ranging from 2% when
sending the user data in two fragments, to almost 120% when sending each data packet in 50
fragments, for networks operating at SF7. This overhead is caused by the 1B header attached to
each fragment that makes the sum of the ToA of the fragments to be higher than the ToA of the
original data packet. This energy consumption overhead is much higher for networks operating at
SF12, as the slower the datarate, the higher the impact of the fragmentation headers.



























Fig. 4.5 Per-sensor node energy consumption increase when fragmenting a 250 bytes packet with
respect to the case when packet fragmentation is not used for networks operating at SF7 and SF12.
4.5.2.3 End to end delay
For the sake of clarity, we choose to describe in this section the impact of fragmentation on end to
end delay, for both the cases of an unrestricted and a 1% duty-cycle restricted network, respectively.
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Fig. 4.6 End to end delay increase when fragmenting a 250 bytes packet fragments with respect
to the case when packet fragmentation is not used, for duty-cycle unrestricted and 1% duty-cycle
restricted LPWAN networks composed of 5, 10 and 20 sensor nodes operating at a) SF7 b) SF12.
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In Fig. 4.6a it can be seen that using packet fragmentation in a network where there is no
duty-cycle constraint seems to have no impact on the end-to-end delay in the networks operating
at SF7. This is because the network is operating at a relatively high data rate and fragments are
sent successively. For the networks operating at SF12, there is an increase of the end to end delay
with the number of fragments, as the 1B of header has a higher impact due to their very low data
rate, as it can be seen in Fig. 4.6b.
When operating in duty-cycle restricted networks, the end to end delay increases with almost
120% when fragmenting in 50 fragments compared to the case when no fragmentation is used, for
networks operating at SF7, as shown in Fig. 4.6a. For networks operating at SF12 (Fig. 4.6b), the
end to end delay increase with the number of fragments is much higher, reaching an overhead of
260%, independent of the number of nodes in the network. The delay increase is caused exclusively




In this chapter, an analysis of the impact of packet fragmentation in LPWANs has been done fol-
lowing standardization directions defined by the LPWAN working group of IETF. In the presented
study we focused on the use of fragmentation despite longer packets do fit in the frame. Our goal
was to identify the advantages and disadvantages of sending the data in smaller fragments when
deploying duty-cycle restricted LPWAN networks. The analyzed parameters were the energy con-
sumption, throughput, goodput and end to end delay introduced by fragmentation. Two spreading
factor values were considered, for seeing the effects of fragmentation in the slowest and fastest
cases of LoRa networks. Also, the impact of packet fragmentation was analyzed for the case of an
ideal network, where nodes can send data unrestricted, in an Aloha way, as well as for the case of
the industrial LPWANs, where data has to be sent while satisfying the 1% duty-cycle restriction of
the channel.
The results of our analysis show that packet fragmentation can increase the reliability of the
communication for the case of duty-cycle restricted networks: important goodput improvement
was obtained with fragmentation, with higher impact in denser and slower networks. In what
concerns the optimal number of fragments/packet to be used, there is a trade-off between the
goodput performance that can be obtained and the extra costs in terms of energy consumption and
latency. Typically, in LPWAN, there are no packet acknowledgements, so in order to increase the
probability of successful packet delivery, sensor nodes send a packet multiple times, by default. As
with packet fragmentation, the probability of successful delivery increases, it could be a technique
to decrease the energy consumption of the network by replacing the technique of multiple packet
transmissions.
This chapter unveils that using packet fragmentation despite the packets fit the frame is rel-
evant to scale and densify industrial LPWAN networks. This leads us to identify the need for
acknowledgements from the gateway/sink in order to further increase the communication relia-
bility, strategy in which packet fragmentation could also reduce the impact of retransmissions on
energy consumption and on network saturation. The following chapter studies the impact of packet
fragmentation in LPWANs with a protocol that provides user guarantees of packet delivery while
still respecting the duty cycle limitations of the LPWAN common bands.
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CHAPTER 5
Packet fragmentation and group acknowledgements (NACK) in duty-cycle
restricted LPWANs
5.1 Introduction
In this context of the 5GPPP demands for IoT [3], the technology provider’s aim is to evolve the
communication technology towards more reliable and scalable long range wireless by adopting
new access mechanisms or using dedicated bands [116, 117, 118]. However, we foresee opportu-
nities to leverage the combination of packet fragmentation and group Negative Acknowledgement
(NACK) to improve the network scalability, that have not been studied.
The group NACK combined with packet fragmentation will only acknowledge a packet after all
its corresponding fragments have been sent and only if there are fragments that need to be resent.
This brings reliability while reduces the impact of individual fragment acknowledgements in terms
of duty cycle and energy consumption. Yet, packet fragmentation opens up new challenges and
opportunities to be explored for improving the efficiency of these very restricted networks under
congestion situations [105].
Packet fragmentation has been traditionally seen as an adaptation mechanism to divide MAC
layer Service Data Units (SDU) into a set of smaller PDU with a dual purpose: i) better adapt to
the channel conditions by reducing the length of the PDU in noisy channels, and ii) fit long SDUs
into maximum length PDUs. However, the impact of an aggressive packet fragmentation strategy
in strict duty cycle and energy constrained networks such as LPWANs has not been analyzed in
depth. An aggressive packet fragmentation consists in using packet fragmentation, despite a frame
fits into the PDU. This strategy could be a way to take better advantage of the available channels in
the network, as the smaller the fragments, the shorter the time on air and the higher the opportunity
to transmit without collisions. For multi-channel networks, using packet fragmentation spreads
the transmission of a packet over a set of channels in a more homogeneous way, thereby allowing
channel hopping by fragment. Also, in case of fragment/s loss, there is no need to retransmit the
entire packet but, only the lost fragment/s, leading to energy savings.
In Chapter 4 we learned that using packet fragmentation has a good impact on the goodput
performance of low data rate, duty-cycle restricted networks at the expense of increased end to end
delays and more energy consumption per transmitted packet due to the use of 1B fragmentation
headers and the increase in the number of access attempts in the network [119].
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The aim of this chapter is to shed light on the potential gains of packet fragmentation com-
bined with group NACK in duty cycle restricted LPWANs and show which network conditions
this strategy is advisable for. From the best of our knowledge, similar studies have not been done
in the existing literature. The analysis carried out in the sequel is based on the LoRaWAN net-
works, one of the most adopted technologies for the industrial IoT applications [105] that provides
very low data rate, ranging from 0.3 kbps to 27 kbps. A more detailed description of LoRaWAN
was provided in Chapter 3.2. In the following sections, we describe the aggressive fragmentation
protocol we implemented, the used metrics and the simulation setup. We close the chapter with
the simulation results and conclusions.
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5.2 Aggressive fragmentation strategy
The medium access protocol of LoRaWAN is based on ALOHA random access combined with a
duty cycle per channel, which for instance in Europe is set to 1% for the 868MHz ISM band [14].
That is, upon the generation of a packet, the node transmits the packet only if there is a channel
available for transmission. Yet, the availability of a channel is defined based on its duty cycle.
Specifically, in a channel with a duty cycle DC and for a packet with Time on Air ToA, the channel
only becomes available for the node after an off period, namely Toff , equal to:




When more than one channel is available, the node randomly selects the channel.
The aggressive fragmentation strategy consists in using packet fragmentation even if the frame
fits the PDU, in order to make use of the advantages that come out of using smaller data size [119].
For enhanced network performance, we propose a group-NACK scheme, allowing for fragment
retransmissions.
According to LoRaWAN specification [10], the payload of a packet needs to be sent together
with a frame header and a MAC header. The MAC header (1B) contains 3 bits identifying the
message type, 2 bits for the major version of the frame format and 3 bits that are reserved for
future use. The frame header (7-21B) uses 4B for the device address, 1B for frame control, 2B as
frame counter and up to 15B as frame options.
When the aggressive fragmentation strategy is used, the payload of the generated packet is
divided into a set of equal size fragments. To each fragment, a 9B header is added, accounting for
the MAC and frame headers.
Throughout this paper, in order to determine in which network conditions the aggressive frag-
mentation strategy is advisable, the following transmissions strategies will be analyzed:
• Aloha: represents the baseline protocol; the data packets are sent unfragmented and only if
the channel is available for transmission, otherwise the packets are discarded.
• Buffered Aloha: the data packets are buffered until a channel becomes available and then
sent consecutively, unfragmented and subject to the duty cycle restrictions of the network .
• Buffered Aloha with fragmentation: the data packets are fragmented and buffered until the
channel becomes available for transmission; the fragments are sent consecutively and re-
specting the duty cycle restrictions of the network. If after all the fragments of a packet have
been sent, at least one of the fragments is lost, the whole packet is dropped by the gateway.
• Buffered Aloha with fragmentation and retransmissions: in this case, after all the fragments
of a packet have been sent, the node waits for a NACK. The NACK indicates which frag-
ments have not been received. In case a NACK is received, it will proceed with resending the
missing fragments, following the same protocol and respecting the duty cycle restrictions of
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the network. If even after the corresponding retransmission sessions for that packet at least
one of the fragments is still lost or corrupted, the whole packet is dropped by the gateway.
The NACK should contain a MAC and frame header in order for the node to identify if the
message is meant for it. There can also be a payload attached to it, of variable size. Our choice
was to map the fragments status in the NACK on a 0-1 basis, with respect to the sequence number
of the fragments: 0, if the fragment was not received and needs retransmission and 1, if it was
correctly received at the gateway. This strategy needs the Gateway (GW) to be aware of the number
of fragments that the nodes in the network use and that all the nodes use the same number of
fragments/packet. Also, the retransmission of a fragment is made using the same sequence number
as it had when it was first sent, so that this mapping can be correctly updated.
For the retransmission protocol, we are proposing a scheme in which the last fragment of a
packet will be the one triggering the NACK request. The NACK can be received in one of the two
reception windows that will be opened by the sensor node after the UL data is sent, as described
by LoRaWAN [10]. In case this last fragment is lost, there will be no NACK and the node will
continue its activity by sending other packets. If a NACK is received, the node will start sending
the fragments that are marked as lost. All these lost fragments that are being resent correspond to
one ‘retransmission session’, as shown in Fig. 5.1 for the case of a network configured to use 3
fragments/packet.
Fig. 5.1 Sending a packet using 3 fragments: the last fragment is the one requesting a NACK. If a
NACK is sent by the gateway, it is sent during the first or second receive window opened by the
sensor node. The two failed fragments will be sent as soon as possible, after the mandatory Toff
expires. The last fragment sent can request again for a NACK, if more retransmission sessions per
packet are allowed.
We chose to implement the retransmission scheme in this way because these networks are
restricted by the duty cycle and by the energy consumption: choosing to ACK each fragment or
packet and retransmitting until the ACK is received is too expensive in both duty cycle and energy




In duty cycle restricted networks, after a node sends data, it has to stay silent for the mandatory
Toff corresponding to that data, as defined in Section 5.2. This means that if the IoT application
running on that node asks for more data during Toff , the node will drop that data (Aloha) or will
buffer it for until it is allowed to send again (Buffered Aloha). This is managed in Fig. 5.2 by the
’DC control’ module.
Fig. 5.2 Behavior of a sensor node operating in a duty cycle restricted network: data can only be
sent to the GW when the duty cycle allows it.
The first part of this section presents the metrics that we used for the performance evaluation
of the transmission strategies presented in Section 5.2, while the second part discusses details of
the network simulations we developed using NS3.
5.3.1 Performance metrics
The performance of LPWANs is mainly evaluated in terms of goodput and energy consumption.
These, as well as other metrics used in this paper are described in the following.
Goodput: It is defined as the percentage of packets correctly received by the gateway, with





where Msent corresponds to the number of data packets sent in the network and Mc to the number
of packets correctly received by the gateway. In case of fragmentation, the packet is only received
correctly if all its fragments have been correctly received. Msent does not account for packet
retransmissions.
Application Capacity: It is defined as the percentage of packets correctly received by the gate-
way, with respect to the amount of data asked by the application. This metric allows us to identify
the region starting with which packet fragmentation brings a gain to the network performance,
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where Masked corresponds to the number of data readings asked by the IoT application. This data
may not all be sent in the air interface because of the duty cycle restrictions of the network (Fig.
5.2). Mc is the same parameter as defined for Goodput.
Energy Efficiency: it is defined as the total energy consumption of the network divided by the
number of successful packets delivered by the sensor nodes to the gateway:




where E is the energy consumption of the network and Mc represents the number of correctly
received packets at the gateway, as defined for Goodput. The energy consumption of the network
accounts for the processes of sending data (packets, fragments, headers) and for processing the
NACKs, if it is the case.
Header overhead: This overhead is caused by the need to transmit an additional header for each
fragment, as described in Section 5.2. In order to assess this impact, we define the fragmentation
header overhead as the percentage of extra energy devoted to transmit a packet in a certain amount
of fragments compared to the energy required to transmit the packet in one piece. Therefore,







where nf is the number of fragments required for sending a packet, Ef is the energy required to
transmit one fragment of the respective size andEpacket is the energy required to transmit the packet
unfragmented. Ef and Epacket are proportional to their corresponding transmission duration.
5.3.2 Simulation setup
The simulations have been developed using the NS3 network simulator. We evaluated our approach
with network sizes ranging from 1 to 50 sensor nodes for a single gateway and fixed coverage area.
In order to assess the performance of a dense network, we chose having all the nodes operating
in a single channel and with the same SF: the network operates in a channel of 125 kHz bandwidth
in the 868 MHz ISM band and all the nodes transmit with SF=7. The NS3 simulator evaluates
the network performance by taking into account not only the packets destroyed by collisions but
also the ones destroyed by interference or having a power below the sensitivity threshold of the
gateway.
The IoT application running on each node will ask for a fixed amount of data, Masked, inde-
pendent of the transmission strategy. Because of the duty cycle restrictions of the network, only
Msent out of Masked will be delivered to the gateway (as shown in Fig. 5.2).
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The data packets have a fixed payload of 200 B, close to the maximum size that LoRaWAN can
send using SF7 [10]. If considering other values for the SF, the payload should be modified accord-
ingly so as to be close to the maximum allowed value [10]. In this way, the protocols described
in Section 5.2 can be evaluated: Aloha, Buffered Aloha, Buffered Aloha with fragmentation and
Buffered Aloha with fragmentation and retransmissions.
Whenever the fragmentation option is used, each data packet will be split into 2 to 5 fragments,
but all the sensor nodes in the network will use the same number of fragments/packet. The gateway
keeps track of the arrived fragments from the sensor nodes and will be able to provide them with
a Group-NACK per packet. After the maximum number of retransmission sessions is completed,
the gateway will discard the packets that still have missing fragments. A retransmission session
means sending all the fragments that a NACK marked as lost or damaged (see Fig. 5.1).
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5.4 Results
In the following, the metrics defined in Section 5.3 are analyzed in order to determine if and when
the aggressive fragmentation strategy is advisable for the case of duty cycle restricted LPWANs.
5.4.1 Network goodput
The network goodput (Fig. 5.3) starts with a value of 100% for any transmission strategy when
there is only one device in the network. This value decreases as the number of devices (and
collisions) in the network increases. Aloha and Buffered Aloha (B.A) will deliver almost the same
goodput performance, as they only differ in timing.
When using B.A with fragmentation and retransmissions, the variation of the network good-
put with increasing number of devices becomes smoother. Also, the higher the number of frag-
ments/packet, the higher the increase in goodput, as more correct packets are delivered correctly
to the gateway. This happens because having smaller data packets reduces the probability of colli-
sions and increases the probability of receiving NACKs (Fig. 5.4).












B.A. with retransmissions 2 fragments
B.A. with retransmissions 3 fragments
B.A. with retransmissions 4 fragments
B.A. with retransmissions 5 fragments
Fig. 5.3 The variation of the network goodput with an increasing number of sensor nodes in the
network. Transmission Strategies: Aloha, Buffered Aloha and Buffered Aloha with fragmentation
and one retransmission session per packet (2, 3, 4 and 5 fragments/packet).
In Fig. 5.3 we could not show both the case of B.A with fragmentation only and B.A with
fragmentation and retransmissions, as the scale didn’t allow for it. This is why, Fig. 5.4 shows the
gains in goodput that are obtained when using B.A with fragmentation policy, compared to B.A
policy. On the same figure, there are plotted the extra gains obtained when upgrading to B.A with
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fragmentation and one retransmission session/packet, followed by the gains brought by using 2
retransmission sessions/packet.


















B.A. with fragmentation only
B.A. with fragmentation and 1 retx/packet
B.A. with fragmentation and 2 retx/packet
Fig. 5.4 The average gains obtained in network goodput with respect to only using Buffer Aloha
transmission. Transmission strategies: fragmentation in 2 to 5 fragments/packet, fragmentation
and 1 retransmission session/packet and fragmentation and 2 retransmission sessions/packet.
As we can see, using 5 fragments/packet and 1 retransmission session/packet brings in average
an additional 4% gain to using B.A with fragmentation only. Moreover, using 2 retransmission
sessions/packet brings additional gains that are smaller than 0.5% and happen only for configura-
tions of more than 3 fragments/packet. This is why the remaining of the chapter will not treat the
case of using 2 retransmission sessions/packet.
5.4.2 Application capacity
Fig. 5.5 shows the variation of the application capacity with an increasing number of devices
operating in the same channel and using the same SF. This metric helps us identify the network
conditions in which the packet fragmentation strategy becomes helpful.
For a small network load (region marked as ‘1’ in Fig. 5.5), data can be sent using full packet
size (in our case, 200B). This strategy provides the best results because the probability of collision
is low, so using fragmentation would add overheads that are not necessary. Aloha provides worse
results than Buffered Aloha, as it is wasting the time resource of the network, directly affecting the
application capacity of sending user data.
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B.A. with retransmissions 2 fragments
B.A. with retransmissions 3 fragments
B.A. with retransmissions 4 fragments




Fig. 5.5 The variation of the application capacity with increasing number of devices in the network.
Transmission Strategies: Aloha, Buffered Aloha and Buffered Aloha with fragmentation and one
retransmission session per packet (2, 3, 4 and 5 fragments/packet, respectively).
The second region of the plot shows that sending data using 2 fragments/packet is the strategy
leading to the best obtainable results. With an increasing number of devices in the network and
increased number of collisions, the third region is the one where sending 3 fragments/packet ex-
ceeds the other transmission strategies. The two dashed lines in the plot mark the regions where
sending data in 4 fragments/packet and 5 fragments/packet, respectively, overtake the performance
provided by using 2 fragments/packet. Still, they cannot exceed the application capacity corre-
sponding to 3 fragments/packet. This happens because the lowering in probability of collision that
they cause it is not high enough so as to compensate for the fact that their extra ToA directly affects
the application capacity.
Going back a step, Fig. 5.3 showed us that the smaller the data size the better the network
goodput obtained. Now, Fig. 5.5 shows us that depending on the region in which the network
operates, there is a trade-off in the number of fragments/packet to be used, so that fragmentation
doesn’t have a negative impact on the application capacity.
5.4.3 Energy efficiency
The energy efficiency of the network (Fig. 5.6) follows a similar trend with the application ca-
pacity, but it is strongly dependent on the network goodput (amount of data sent, amount of data
correctly received by the gateway). The region marked with ‘a’ corresponds to Aloha as being the
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most energy efficient protocol. This happens because Aloha sends less data than Buffered Aloha.
Using packet fragmentation and retransmissions in this region is not recommended, as this would
imply extra energy consumption for providing a similar network goodput.
The ‘b’ region shows a number of 2 fragments/packet as being the most energy efficient strat-
egy, very close to the performance that using 3 fragments/packet provides. This happens because
the extra energy consumption of using 3 fragments/packet is compensated by the goodput improve-
ment that this strategy brings.
For the networks operating in the ‘c’ region, using 3 fragments/packet is a good trade-off
between the network energy consumption and the obtained goodput performance. The two dashed
lines have the same significance as for Fig. 5.5.
We see that Aloha and Buffered Aloha have the worst energy efficiency for dense networks.
Using 4 or 5 fragments/packet would provide a better network goodput than using a lower number
of fragments/packet, but a price needs to be paid in terms of energy-efficiency.












B.A. with retransmissions 2 fragments
B.A. with retransmissions 3 fragments
B.A. with retransmissions 4 fragments




Fig. 5.6 The energy efficiency of Aloha, Buffered Aloha and Buffered Aloha with fragmentation
and one retransmission session per packet (2, 3, 4 and 5 fragments/packet)
5.4.4 Header overhead
In Table 5.1, the overhead that packet fragmentation brings in terms of ToA and implicitly, energy
consumption, is computed. In the middle column, 9B headers are assumed for each fragment,
while in the left column we consider 1B headers. If a way to shrink the 9B MAC and frame header
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into a 1B fragmentation header (in the direction of the IETF LPWAN working group) is found, the
energy efficiency of the network would be improved.
Table 5.1 Header overhead for multiple fragmentation options







In this chapter, we proposed a transmission strategy that combines packet fragmentation with group
NACK in duty cycle restricted LPWANs. Packet fragmentation is used despite the packet fits
the frame, so as to reduce the probability of collisions while the number of users in the network
increases. The group NACK is requested by the last fragment of a packet and accounts for all
the fragments of that data packet. This strategy is shown to provide increased network goodput
and energy efficiency for dense networks. The retransmission policy is more efficient for smaller
fragment sizes, where the probability of successful NACK request is higher.
We provided insights so as to show what transmission strategies are advisable as function of the
network size. We showed that for small networks, it is better not to use packet fragmentation, but
to use Aloha or Buffered Aloha, which provide similar goodput at increased application capacity
and energy efficiency. This is true also for IoT applications that only need to send packets of very
small payload, below the size of any fragment considered in this work.
As the network size increases, the aggressive fragmentation strategy provides better network
performance. The number of fragments/packet to be used could be dynamically adapted so as to
provide the best network performance: goodput, application capacity or energy efficiency. Here,
there is a trade-off that needs to be done: smaller fragments provide better goodput but they are
less energy efficient and decrease the IoT application capacity. This is mainly because of the
fragmentation headers that represent a high overhead in terms of extra time on air and energy
consumption. The gateway could control the number of fragments/packet that the nodes use by
issuing a MAC command.
The performance of dense industrial duty cycle restricted LPWANs could be further improved







Frequency stability analysis with crystal-free radios
6.1 Introduction
IEEE802.15.4 [121] is a popular standard for short-range wireless communication and compliant
radios typically operate in the 2.4 GHz frequency band. It is the underlying technology in protocol
stacks such as ZigBee or 6TiSCH, which organize a number of IEEE802.15.4-compliant devices
in a mesh network topology. These types of networks are widely used in home automation, smart
building, smart city and industrial applications.
Manufacturers building IEEE802.15.4-compatible chips must ensure a radio frequency stabil-
ity not exceeding ±40ppm while transmitting a packet [122]. Crystals are typically used as the
reference oscillators for synthesizing the radio frequency, and for keeping time. Crystal oscillators
are, however, off-chip elements. They contribute to the energy consumption, size and cost of the
final product, which becomes significant at high volumes (millions of chips) [58].
For short range communication, the radio module consumption dominates the energy consump-
tion of transmitting data. In Chapter 2.4 we discussed the importance of choosing the manufacturer
that built the radio module with the least energy consumption in IDLE/TX/RX states. Moreover,
we saw that eliminating the off-chip frequency reference (e.g. XTAL, MEMS) enables having
single chip radios of size comparable with that of a XTAL and a ten times more energy efficient
communication.
There are significant challenges to making crystal-free radios. The main advantage of a crys-
tal is that the frequency it oscillates at is very stable over time and temperature, typically in the
10-30 ppm range for regular crystals, even down to 2-3 ppm for temperature-compensated ver-
sions [123]. On the other hand, on-chip oscillators suffer from high variations over time and
temperature, which we characterize in Section 6.3. These variations would need to be detected and
compensated by calibration algorithms running continuously during the lifetime of the crystal-free
radio. Efforts have been made towards achieving an on-chip frequency reference of higher accu-
racy [66, 67, 68], but the temperature influence on these oscillators is still too high for compliance
with IEEE802.15.4, as that standard mandates a drift below 40 ppm at all times.
The contribution of this chapter is three-fold. First, we characterize the stability in time and
with temperature of two on-chip oscillators that drive the wireless capability of the radio. Second,
we develop a method by which a crystal-free platform corrects the drifts of its on-chip oscillators
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caused by the temperature variation, in order to be able to keep receiving IEEE802.15.4-compliant
frames. The resulting algorithm tracks the IEEE802.15.4 frames it receives and continuously fine-
tunes the radio to stay within the IEEE802.15.4 oscillator specifications [122]. The algorithm is
generic and can be applied to any crystal-free platform. Third, we implement and test the algorithm
on the SCuM “Single-Chip µMote”, a crystal-free platform that contains a micro-controller and an
ultra low-power IEEE802.15.4-compliant radio in a single chip. We evaluate the performance of
the solution by having SCuM communicate with an OpenMote [124], a well-known crystal-based
IEEE802.15.4 compliant platform. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first one to show a
crystal-free radio successfully communicating with a crystal-based IEEE802.15.4 compliant radio.
As described in Chapter 1.3, SCuM is a prototype implementation of the “Single-Chip Mote” [16,
17]. Including a 2.4 GHz IEEE802.15.4 transceiver, a Cortex-M0 microprocessor, 128 kB of
RAM memory, and all the support hardware, it has a die area of 2.5mm × 3mm compared to
the crystal-based industry leading low-power technology, LTC5800-IPM [21], that has an area of
10 mm × 10 mm. The radio offers a 10 m communication range, and draws 670 uA in reception
and 1 mA when transmitting at -10 dBm. As a point of comparison, LTC5800-IPM, consumes
4.5 mA when receiving and 5.4 mA when transmitting at 0 dBm.
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6.2 Related work
Watteyne et al. did some early work with the eZ430-RF2500 platform to replace the “slow” 32 kHz
crystal by the internal oscillators of the MSP430 micro-controller on that platform [123]. They
implement an adaptive synchronization technique where neighbor nodes re-synchronize to one
another at least every 10 s. The resulting drift is approx. 100 ppm. While this work does not
attempt to replace the “fast” crystal used by the radio (which is what we target), it does show that
getting < 40 ppm using on-chip oscillators is a challenge.
Mehta et al. explore whether it is possible to relax the requirement IEEE802.15.4 puts on
maximum oscillator drift requirements for the Radio Frequency (RF) accuracy from ± 40 ppm
to ± 1000 ppm [125]. They show, by simulation, that standards-compliant narrow-band wireless
communication is still feasible with ± 1000 ppm oscillators by compensating their drift using a
wide bandwidth channel-select filter, a demodulator and an adaptive feedback loop in the receiver.
Wheeler et al. [57] were the first to demonstrate the crystal-free demodulator feedback that
we use in this chapter. They use a free-running on-chip LC tank as the local oscillator of an
IEEE802.15.4 transceiver that is characterized by a temperature drift of 95 ppm/◦C. To deal
with temperature variations, the authors use demodulator-based feedback to allow the receiver
to track the drift of the transmitter when it is placed in a temperature chamber and subjected to
a temperature variation of 2◦ C/min. The receiver is able to track the transmitter’s signal by
adjusting the LO at each received frame to keep the value of the Intermediate Frequency (IF) con-
stant. The devices used in the experiments are composed of 65 nm CMOS RF chips with the digital
part running on Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) boards.
Khan et al. [126] show that an RC oscillator could be disciplined with network feedback to
provide a time reference with sufficient accuracy. In order to demonstrate the feasibility of their
proposal, the authors use the off-the-shelf OpenMote-CC2538 [124]. One device is programmed
to use its crystal and transmit. The other two OpenMote-CC2538 boards simulate a crystal-free
device: RX and RC connected to a FPGA that calibrates the RC oscillator. Khan et al.obtain an
accuracy of 70 ppm for a 1 MHz RC oscillator. In [58], the authors extend this work by testing
their approach on a FPGA implementation of the digital system of a crystal-free mote. Using a
wired setting, the accuracy obtained using network calibration is 47 ppm for a 25 MHz oscillator.
This chapter takes the state of the art one step further, as it presents a solution for crystal-
free radios to be able to maintain their radio frequency accuracy so as to receive IEEE802.15.4-
compliant frames sent by an off-the-shelf crystal-based device against temperature change. We
provide experimental results showing the efficiency of the proposed methods. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work to experimentally achieve this by having a crystal-free radio
communicating with an off the shelf, standards-compliant device.
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6.3 Stability of on-chip oscillators
This section details the challenges in terms of clocking of a crystal-free radio. In order to receive
and/or transmit IEEE802.15.4 frames, there are two important frequencies that need to be correctly
generated by any compliant-device: the radio channel frequency (in the 2.4 GHz band) and the
“chipping” frequency (2 MHz) used to modulate/demodulate the packets. We will refer to the
oscillators generating the radio channel frequency and the 2 MHz frequency as the “RF clock”
and the “chipping clock”, respectively. Link-layer level time synchronization between devices that
communicate over IEEE802.15.4 is a well studied topic [123] and it is out of scope of this work.
When in Receive (RX) mode, the RF clock is the only one that needs calibration for setting it on
the chosen communication channel. This happens because, for RX mode, the chipping clock can be
recovered from the incoming IEEE802.15.4 frames by a Clock and Data Recovery (CDR) module.
When the platform is in Transmit (TX) mode, the on-chip oscillator generating the chipping clock
has to be calibrated along with the one generating the RF clock. The system is half duplex: at any
given time, the RF clock is used either for transmit, or for receive.
In the remainder of this section, we discuss the stability over time and temperature of the two
oscillators that generate the RF clock and TX mode chipping clock, respectively.
6.3.1 Stability over time
An oscillator drifts over time because of temperature variations and accumulated phase noise.
To characterize the stability over time of an oscillator, the external factors that contribute to its
drift need to be eliminated (in this case, the temperature variation). Figs. 6.1a and 6.1b show the
frequency error over a 7 h period of the RF clock and chipping clock, respectively. For obtaining
this data, the crystal-free platform was placed in a temperature chamber at constant temperature
(±0.3◦C temperature stability) for over 7 h. The output frequency of the two oscillators was
measured using the frequency counter capability of the Agilent E4440A spectrum analyzer.
For the RF clock, in roughly 95% of the cases (2σ), the frequency error is within ± 34.1 ppm.
This means that, at constant temperature, this oscillator would meet the IEEE802.15.4 require-
ments of± 40 ppm accuracy. Some samples exceed this (3σ = 51.15ppm), but these variations can
also be a consequence of the fact that the temperature chamber used can only keep the temperature
constant with a stability of ±0.3◦C.
The 2 MHz chipping clock, generated by a different oscillator, drifts mostly within± 278.5 ppm
(2σ), when at (approximately) constant temperature. This clock has worse stability than the RF
clock, but based on experience and measurements, the tolerable accuracy of this clock for commu-




Fig. 6.1 RF (a) and chipping (b) clock frequency error during more than 7 hours of run at constant
temperature (±0.3◦C stability).
6.3.2 Stability over temperature
When setting the temperature chamber to vary the temperature from ≈ 25◦C (room temperature)
up to 70◦C, the two clocks experience important drifts. Figs 6.2a and 6.2b show the frequency error
of the RF clock and chipping clock, respectively, as the temperature increases over time. The two
clocks behave differently. The RF clock frequency decreases in average with 48.64ppm/◦C, while
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the chipping clock frequency increases in average with 355ppm/◦C. Deviations from these values
could be caused by a slightly different behavior of the oscillators at higher temperatures and/or
influenced by the characteristics of the temperature chamber itself (±0.3◦C temperature stability,
±3.25◦C homogeneity, ±2 % temperature set error). These significant drifts over temperature




Fig. 6.2 RF (a) and chipping (b) clock frequency error when increasing the temperature from 25◦C
to 70◦C.
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6.4 Correction of drifts
In order to be able to initiate and maintain communication with an IEEE802.15.4 compliant device,
the drifts experienced with temperature variation need to be continuously corrected during the
lifetime of the crystal-free device. In order to do so, we will make use of the characteristics of the
IEEE802.15.4 Time Synchronized Channel Hopping (TSCH) mode of the IEEE802.15.4 standard,
especially of the fact that beacons are periodically sent in the network.
TSCH is a technique which has been designed to provide ultra high reliability and ultra low
power operation, and is at the heart of standards such as WirelessHART [128] and 6TiSCH [8, 129].
When joining a TSCH network, a node first listens for a beacon frame. Beacon frames are regularly
sent by nodes already part of the network. Once the joining node has received a beacon, it is
synchronized to the network, and initiates a secure join handshake. This handshake ensures mutual
authentication between the joining node and the network [130].
For our experimental validation, we will have an OpenMote acting as a join proxy node of
the IEEE802.15.4 network. It will send periodic beacons on a single communication channel
and we will make use of the beacons for maintaining the calibration of the RF clock (using IF
calibration) and of the remaining on-chip oscillators (using the periodicity of the beacons). In
a future deployment of a network composed only of crystal-free devices, there can always be a
crystal-based device acting as a base station, so as the other devices can keep time and frequency
synchronization.
6.4.1 RF clock drift correction
As in any standard receive chain, when the RF clock is tuned to the beacon frequency and the
crystal-free mote receives a beacon, the received RF signal is down-converted to a specified IF
and then demodulated [17]. The IF frequency is a fixed hardware design parameter and can be
measured during packet reception. As the temperature in the environment changes, the RF fre-
quency drifts (≈ 48.64ppm/◦C) and the measured IF frequency shows an offset from the expected
value, when receiving a packet. Correcting this offset means correcting the RF frequency drift and
maintaining communication against temperature change.
As shown in Fig. 6.3, when the crystal-free device uses an initial tuning code (e.g. C) for
receiving packets on channel Y , once a packet is received on that channel, the device can count
the IF value [17]. The IF is created by mixing the incoming signal on channel Y with the Local
Oscillator (LO) signal, resulting in a signal at a difference frequency. If the IF value is within
40 ppm of the expected value (2.5 MHz for SCuM, a design parameter of the chip hardware), the
local oscillator (RF clock) is tuned on channel Y . If there is an offset from the expected value, the
LO initial tuning code needs to be adjusted to compensate for that offset, until it becomes null (or
a value within ±40 ppm accuracy). The adjusted tuning code is CIF .
This IF-based tuning of a crystal-free radio is one of the key techniques which allow low-
accuracy low-frequency clocks to be used to track, and indeed generate, standards-compliant RF
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Fig. 6.3 IF-based calibration scheme. The tuning code of the LO is continuously adjusted until
the IF value reaches the expected value. This results in a LO frequency as close as possible to the
center frequency of channel Y.
oscillations with an accuracy of 40 ppm. The nonlinear nature of an RF mixer means that a fre-
quency difference ∆f of 40 ppm at 2.4 GHz turns into the same ∆f at 2.5 MHz, where it is now
nearly 40,000 ppm of error relative to a 2.5 MHz clock. So the fractional frequency error in the
2.5 MHz measurement is divided by nearly a factor of one thousand when it shows up at 2.4 GHz.
We implement an algorithm that checks the offset (drift) of the IF frequency at each beacon
reception, and uses that to finely tune the RF clock in steps given by its tuning resolution (±∆F
[Hz] = ±1 tuning code, depending on the sign of the offset), as this clock was already calibrated
on the beacon frequency and only small corrections are needed as the temperature changes. These
temperature drift corrections come at no cost, as the IF information is available at every packet
reception. If at startup temperature a tuning code x was used for communicating on IEEE802.15.4
channel 11 for example, as the temperature evolves, the tuning code used for the same channel
has to change its value to y, z, .. (using IF-based calibration) depending on how much of a change
there is. If we do not adjust the tuning code value, and keep it x, as the temperature changes
the crystal-free device will not communicate on channel 11, but on another frequency depending
on the experienced drift. We will discuss more about this in the next chapter, as the focus of the
current chapter is to maintain communication on the same channel even if the temperature changes,
without interest in what actually are the values of x, y, z...
This IF-based correction algorithm is packet-loss tolerant. If there is a sudden change in tem-
perature that causes the RF clock to drift directly outside the communication channel and does not
change back to the initial temperature, or to a value characterized by a drift within the commu-
nication channel (± 1 MHz), then communication is completely lost. In this case the crystal-free
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radio has to start a search process for finding a communication channel, that will be discussed in
the next chapter. Otherwise, as long as the temperature variation causes a drift within the commu-
nication channel limits, there can be packet loss, as we showed in Section 6.3.1 that the on-chip
oscillators maintain their stability over time and do not accumulate errors over more than 7h of run
(see Fig. 6.4b for experimental results showing the recovery from packet loss). After packet loss,
the next received packet will be used to update the tuning code of the RF clock so as to ensure
that the crystal-free radio remains calibrated on the communication channel at the environmental
temperature.
6.4.2 Drift correction of other on-chip oscillators
As long as the RF clock is corrected based on the IF offset and the crystal-free platform is able
to receive beacons against temperature changes in the environment, the 2 MHz chipping clock
(and other on-chip oscillators) errors due to temperature can be corrected using a fine calibration
procedure. Again, this calibration is packet loss tolerant, depending completely on the RF clock
ability of receiving packets.
We assume that the on-chip oscillators were calibrated at the point when the temperature started
changing. How to achieve this initial calibration is detailed in Section 7.2.2. The fine corrections
that we will apply in order to update the tuning codes of the oscillators so as to keep calibration
as temperature changes, consist in adjusting the settings of the oscillator of interest with ± 1.
These fine corrections can be applied at each received beacon, or after the average number of
ticks counted during the last N received beacons is compared to a threshold value (a calibration
window defining the acceptable error of the average counted ticks as ±x ppm). This latter method
is discussed in [58] and proves to have better accuracy than the former.
6.4.3 Experimental validation
Fig. 6.4a shows the evolution of the RF clock frequency error while the crystal-free mote is placed
inside a temperature chamber and is subject to a 15◦C temperature change. During this time,
the crystal-free platform finely tunes the RF clock based on the measured IF every time a beacon
from the OpenMote is received (TB = 125ms). The obtained RF frequency error is as good as
in constant temperature environment. The frequency error spike in Fig. 6.4a is a consequence of
several lost beacons, but it is corrected as soon as new beacons are received. This is possible
because, even if the receiver’s RF clock may have accumulated more than 40 ppm of error, the
beacons are still within the bandwidth of the receiver.
Fig. 6.4b shows the performance of the applied fine calibration using the beacon periodicity:
the frequency error of the 2 MHz chipping clock is as good as at constant temperature, even when




Fig. 6.4 RF (a) and chipping (b) clock corrections when subjected to a 2◦C/min temperature
variation. The RF clock is kept within ± 40 ppm. The chipping clock is kept within the ±400ppm
calibration window. Beacons are sent periodically by an OpenMote.
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6.5 Conclusions
In the context of enabling the use of crystal-free radios so as to further enhance the energy ef-
ficiency of IoT networks, this chapter analyzes the frequency stability with respect to time and
temperature of two fundamental on-chip oscillators. These oscillators drive the wireless commu-
nication capabilities of a radio in typical IEEE802.15.4 networks. While the frequency stability in
time is good enough to meet the specification demands, these oscillators experience very signifi-
cant drifts over temperature.
We presented mechanisms to dynamically compensate that drift and we show that using the
IEEE802.15.4 signaling we can maintain the frequency calibration even as the temperature changes.
The obtained accuracy meets the IEEE802.15.4 requirements of ±40ppm frequency stability. The
presented strategies are accompanied by experimental results obtained with a crystal-free platform
and a crystal-based standards-compliant OpenMote acting as join proxy node of the IEEE802.15.4
network.
While in this chapter we focused only on maintaining communication on one channel as tem-
perature changes, in the next chapter we will show how to obtain this initial communication in
the first place and then we will treat the challenge of enabling the multi-channel communica-
tion characteristic to IEEE802.15.4 standard in the 2.4GHz band with SCuM, an ultra low power
crystal-free and PLL-free platform.
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CHAPTER 7
Frequency synchronization techniques for crystal-free radios
7.1 Introduction
This chapter covers techniques for synchronizing a crystal-free radio to an IEEE802.15.4 network
in which there is at least one crystal-based device that acts as a gateway or join proxy node, sending
periodic beacons, as per IEEE802.15.4 specification [121]. As we also mentioned in the previous
chapter, when joining a TSCH network, a node first listens for a beacon frame sent by nodes
already part of the network. Once the joining node has received a beacon, it is synchronized to
the network, and initiates a secure join handshake to ensure mutual authentication between the
joining node and the network [130]. TSCH devices are typically clocked by a low-power 32 kHz
crystal with a drift of 10-30 ppm. Because of this drift, a node needs to regularly re-synchronize
to its time source neighbor in order to remain synchronized to the network. Assuming a maximum
de-synchronization error of 1 ms and a 30 ppm drift, this re-synchronization needs to happen at
least every 30 s.
The drift of the internal oscillators of a crystal-free device can be thousands of times higher
than that of crystals. This impacts not only the rate at which nodes de-synchronize, but also their
capability to tune the communication frequency and communication data rate. Moreover, when
a crystal-based end device looks for beacons in order to get synchronized to the network, it can
synthesize the beacon channel frequency with a very small error, allowing it to almost immediately
receive beacons and process them. This happens because the crystals used as reference for the RF
clock oscillate at a determined value with a very good stability (<10 ppm). For a crystal-free end
device, this process is more complicated and time consuming and, as there is no calibrated refer-
ence on-chip, at startup, all on-chip oscillators can be for example 10,000 ppm off their nominal
value [126]. For this reason, for using crystal-free radios in an IEEE802.15.4 network, we need
additional techniques that allow us to:
1. synthesize the frequency of a communication channel so as to enable the reception of a first
network beacon (initial calibration);
2. synthesize the frequencies of the remaining 15 IEEE802.15.4 communication channels to
enable the reception of packets on any channel (startup phase);
3. re-calibrate the crystal-free radio to maintain reception on the achieved channels as temper-
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Fig. 7.1 Crystal-free radio. Steps for establishing communication on all channels, at any environ-
mental temperature.
ature evolves (normal operation);
4. achieve and maintain the capability of transmitting packets on any of the 16 IEEE802.15.4
communication channels at constant and variable temperature (steps 1-3 for transmission
mode).
In order to enable a crystal-free device to operate in an IEEE802.15.4 network in any envi-
ronment, we defined three phases that have to run during the lifetime of the device and that are
depicted in Fig. 7.1. The initial calibration phase is needed only once, when the device boots
for the first time in a given environment, or if for some reasons (very fast change of temperature
and lost packets), communication is lost and the device has to start looking for a network beacon
again. During this phase the device gets calibrated for receiving network beacons on IEEE802.15.4
channel 11 (Section 7.2) and then enters the startup phase. The startup calibration phase is needed
for learning the tuning codes for synthesizing the communication channels in receive mode at the
current environmental temperature. Once the tuning codes for the 16 communication channels are
known, the device enters the normal operation phase. In this phase, the device is able to receive
on any channel, while tracking the drifts caused by any temperature change using IF calibration.
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The device can start learning the tuning codes for being able to transmit a packet only if it already
knows the tuning codes for being able to receive the acknowledgement on the respective channel.
The following sections will describe the three defined phases. The goal is to be able to synthe-
size the communication channels and maintain their accuracy within the±40 ppm limit demanded
by the IEEE802.15.4 standard. This would enable the use of crystal-free radios in IEEE802.15.4
networks, that will further enable more energy efficient communication and longer network life-
time. We will describe the calibration methods we propose for each phase, and we will evaluate
the obtained frequency accuracy both through simulations and experimental validation.
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7.2 Initial calibration
The crystal-free radio uses a Digitally-Controlled Oscillator (DCO) as time reference. When
a crystal-free radio is to join a network, since its DCO can be 10,000 ppm off its target fre-
quency [126], it doesn’t know which DCO setting corresponds to the needed frequency. The goal
of the initial calibration is to find that relationship for the RF clock, in charge of synthesizing the
communication channel frequency, and for the remaining on-chip oscillators, in charge of packet
modulation, time keeping, or other functions. It is a process that is only needed once during the
lifetime of the crystal-free device. As we specified in Section 7.1, if for some reasons, the device
looses the communication capability, this process would have to be repeated.
7.2.1 RF calibration
During the initial calibration, a node turns on its radio in reception mode and sweeps the tuning
code of its DCO across all possible values. It does so until it successfully receives a frame.
durationRF cal ≈ (B + n)× tL
tL ≈ 10× TB
TB = 160ms
(7.1)
Eq. (7.1) expresses the duration of the initial calibration phase. (B+n) is the number of tuning
code adjustments until reaching the upper limit of channel 11 (see Fig. 7.1). tL is the amount of
time the radio listens for each tuning code setting. tL duration (tL ≈ 10 × TB) is large enough
for the radio to be able to receive multiple beacons, which is needed in case the wireless link from
the node sending the beacons is lossy. TB = 160 ms is the time it takes for the node sending the
beacons to hop across all 16 IEEE802.15.4 frequencies (in TSCH, a 10 ms timeslot is typical).
The IEEE802.15.4 standard uses 16 frequencies – numbered 11-26 – in the 2.4 GHz band.
The beacons are sent on all 16 frequencies using a known channel hopping sequence that lasts for
TB. This means that the joining node, when listening on a single frequency, receives at most one
beacon every TB.
The search process starts on the minimum supported code (tuning code 0). The device listens
for tL seconds on the synthesized frequency (Fmin, see Fig. 7.2a), then increments the tuning code
by 1 (which changes the radio frequency to Fmin + ∆F , where ∆F is the RF oscillator tuning
resolution). The radio does not receive any beacon until its tuning code reaches B − n (as shown
in Fig. 7.1), which corresponds to a synthesized frequency at the inferior limit of IEEE802.15.4
channel 11. The number of beacons received with a correct Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC),
CRC OK, increases as the tuning code reaches value B, corresponding to a synthesized frequency
close to the center frequency of channel 11. The number of received beacons decreases as the
synthesized frequency approaches the upper limit of the channel, as the error between the center
frequency of the channel and the synthesized frequency increases. The search process stops after
the synthesized radio frequency is outside the communication channel (tuning code value B + n),
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(a) The process of searching for the beacon channel
(b) Algorithm for beacon channel acquisition
Fig. 7.2 (a) The process of searching for the beacon channel with the center frequency Fc. (b)
Algorithm for beacon channel acquisition from cold start.
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at which point no more beacons are received (“radio silence”). The crystal-free device tunes its
radio using tuning codeB (corresponding to the maximum reception performance) and is ready for
receiving the periodic beacons sent on channel 11 with an accuracy within±40 ppm. It storesB as
the tuning code needed for synthesizing channel 11 at startup temperature, which can be measured
by an on-chip sensor. The algorithm corresponding to the search process, that ends with finding
the beacon channel and tuning on the setting that returned the maximum performance (in terms of
number of received beacons and number of CRC OK beacons), is represented in Fig. 7.2b.
7.2.2 Calibration of other on-chip oscillators
The time interval between successive beacons received on the now-calibrated RF clock on chan-
nel 11 is used to calibrate the remaining on-chip oscillators, as shown in Fig. 7.1 as the step to
follow after RF calibration. These oscillators generate other standard-specified rates, such as the
communication bit rate and the real-time clock. The correction (in tuning codes) to be applied to an
on-chip oscillator is given by (7.2), where ∆Foscillator[Hz] is the tuning resolution of that oscillator.
correction = −
ticksoscillator − ticksidealF [Hz]
∆Foscillator[Hz]
(7.2)
To correct the frequency error, and assuming that the oscillator should have a nominal value of
F Hz, we compare the number of ticks this oscillator counts with the value an ideal F Hz clock
would count between two successive beacons (TB).
Eq. (7.2) corresponds to a “fast calibration”, as it allows one to quickly bring the clock of
interest closer to its ideal value. After this is done, more fine corrections can be applied to the
respective clock by adjusting its oscillator setting with ± 1. These finer corrections have been
discussed in Section 6.4.2.
The duration of the complete initial calibration phase depends on both durationRF cal and
on how restrictive the set calibration window for other on-chip oscillators is. Still, compared
with the time consuming search for a beacon (durationRF cal), the latter is a negligible factor in
determining this duration. The initial calibration phase is valid for any crystal-free device starting
its operation at any temperature. At the end of this phase, each device has all of its on-chip
oscillators calibrated and has the knowledge of one communication channel, which is primarily
channel 11 in IEEE802.15.4 networks. Tuning code value B, corresponding to channel 11, has
a different value for each device and for each startup temperature. Each device stores B as the
tuning code needed for synthesizing channel 11 at startup temperature, which can be measured by
an on-chip sensor.
7.2.3 Experimental validation
For the experimental validation of the RF calibration algorithm (Fig. 7.2b) an OpenMote was
configured to send beacons on channel 11 (2405 MHz) with a periodicity TB = 125ms. The
tuning resolution of SCuM is ∆F ≈ 90kHz (design parameter). The listening duration on each
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Fig. 7.3 The RF clock frequency changes as the algorithm sweeps through frequencies to find that
of the beacon. Beacons are periodically sent by an OpenMote.
tuning code was set to tL = 1s, long enough to ensure the reception of a few beacons while
compensating for the uncalibrated time keeping clock (± 10000 ppm). As explained in Section
7.2.1, the device will only start receiving the beacons when its tuning code (B−n) corresponds to
a synthesized frequency value inside the beacon channel bandwidth (2405MHz ± 1 MHz).
The search process ends when beacons are not received anymore: we set the “radio silence”
period to be more than 1 MHz after the reception of beacons stopped, to make sure that the beacon
channel bandwidth (2 MHz) has been completely scanned and that the reason for not receiving
beacons is that the channel limit was exceeded and not that the radio link is lossy.
Fig. 7.3 shows the evolution of the RF clock frequency while running the beacon channel
search algorithm (Fig. 7.2b) on the crystal-free platform, measured with a frequency counter.
We can see that, at startup, using the tuning code 0 returns a frequency Fmin that is -850 ppm
away from the center frequency of the beacon channel. The RF frequency is increased gradually
(∆F ≈ 90kHz ≈ 40ppm) and after 1 MHz of radio silence the frequency sweep ends and the
RF clock is tuned to the setting that yielded the best performance. The resulting RF frequency is
within± 40 ppm of the beacon center frequency. By designing crystal-free radios with even a finer
tuning resolution (∆F  40ppm), the algorithm would perform better, as it would sweep through
more intermediate frequencies inside the channel bandwidth, allowing for a synthesized frequency
closer than 40 ppm of the channel center frequency.
For validating the technique for calibrating the remaining on-chip oscillators, we implemented
the fast calibration strategy on the crystal-free platform, as well as the fine corrections based on
the average number of ticks counted by the clock of interest. Specifically, the oscillator we aim to
calibrate is the “chipping clock” (2 MHz) used to modulate the packets. This clock will only be
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needed when in TX mode. The reason why we did not calibrate a similar clock when in RX mode
in order to be able to demodulate the incoming network beacons (Section 7.2.1) is that the chipping
clock for RX mode can be recovered from the incoming IEEE802.15.4 frames by a clock and data
recovery module (CDR). This means that in RX mode, the closer the RF clock is to the center
frequency of the channel, the better the quality of the received frames and the better the quality of
the recovered chipping clock needed for packet demodulation. For this reason, in the remaining
sections of this work we will refer to the “chipping clock” as being the 2MHz oscillator needed
for packet modulation in TX mode only. This oscillator, as well as others on-chip oscillators, will
be calibrated with each received network beacon in order to ensure that their accuracy stays within
their respective set calibration windows.
For the chipping clock we set N = 10 received beacons for fine calibration, and a calibration
window of ±x = ±400ppm accepted frequency error. We extract data with a frequency counter,
in a laboratory environment. Fig. 7.4 shows how at startup (while the RF clock looks for the
beacon channel), the chipping clock is 8000 ppm away from the nominal 2 MHz value. After fast
calibration, it gets within 1000 ppm of the nominal value. After fine calibrations, the chipping
clock reaches a frequency error variation inside the defined calibration window. The time interval
between fast calibration and fine calibration is influenced by N and by the number of lost beacons:
the more beacons are lost, the slower the algorithm reaches the N needed packets before the next
calibration round.
An important observation to make is that we should not set a calibration window smaller than
the accuracy of the oscillator at constant temperature: in Section 6.3.1, Fig. 6.1b, we saw that
naturally at constant temperature, the 2MHz chipping clock has an accuracy 2σ = 278.50 ppm, so
in this case, a calibration window of ±400 ppm is acceptable. In the same way, we cannot obtain
a better accuracy of the RF clock than that obtained when in controlled temperature environment
(2σ = 34.10 ppm, Fig. 6.1a). There might appear drifts with time that have to be corrected, but
still, the obtained frequency accuracy will not be better than the inherent accuracy of the oscillator.
As for energy efficiency reasons we eliminated the XTAL reference and PLL from the chip archi-
tecture, the only way to improve the frequency accuracy below this threshold is by improving the
oscillators from the design phase.
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Fig. 7.4 2 MHz chipping clock frequency evolution while running the fast calibration strategy
followed by fine clock corrections, laboratory environment. Beacons are periodically sent by an
OpenMote.
7.3 Startup phase
The IEEE802.15.4 standard at 2.4 GHz mandates the use of at most 16 channels (numbered 11-26),
spaced at 5 MHz, occupying the 2405-2480 MHz band [121]. The term ∆F approx [Hz] defines the
frequency resolution of a tuning code, a value chosen in the design phase of the chip. This value
may slightly vary from chip to chip and can be influenced by the environmental temperature and
operational frequency.
As shown in Fig. 7.1, the startup phase is dedicated to determining the tuning codes of the
remaining IEEE802.15.4 channels at startup temperature, once the tuning code B correspond-
ing to channel 11 is found and all the remaining on-chip oscillators are calibrated. As the next
IEEE802.15.4 channel, channel 12, has a center frequency spaced 5 MHz above channel 11, the
first guess for synthesizing channel 12 would be to use a tuning code C, which can be inferred
using (7.3).












L is the inductance ([H]); Ce is the capacitance ([F]). A linear change in Ce (determined by the
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change in tuning code value) around a quiescent point has second order influence on frequency.
By analyzing the frequency response to the linear change in tuning codes of the RF oscillator
through measurements, we observed that a second degree function approximates f better than a
linear function and that this is valid for all the tested temperatures (5− 55◦ C). As a consequence,
using (7.3) to synthesize the center frequency of channel 12 will introduce three sources of error:
• ∆F approx is an approximation of the particular ∆F of the chip (error ε∆)
• offset is an integer approximation of a real number (error εinteger)
• C is a linear approximation of a second degree function (error εlinear)
The total frequency error with respect to center frequency of channel 12 obtained when using
tuning code C is then expressed by (7.5):
ε1 = ε∆ + εinteger + εlinear (7.5)
Extrapolating from tuning code B used for channel 11, to synthesizing directly channel 11 + i
(i 6 15) using a linear approximation code Q = B + i × offset, would mean synthesizing a
frequency that has an errorE with respect to the center frequency of the channel 11+i: E ≈ i×ε1.
The value ofE could become so significant that the synthesized frequency is more than one channel
apart from the desired communication channel.
In order to determine the tuning codes needed for synthesizing the remaining 15 IEEE802.15.4
channels, and not to deal with cumulative errors, we propose to synthesize channels in consecutive
order and refine the channel’s tuning code at each step by using IF based calibration (detailed in
Chapter 6.4.1), as expressed by (7.6).
B (channel 11)
C = B + offseti (channel 12)
D = CIF + offsetj (channel 13)
E = DIF + offsetk (channel 14)
· · ·
(7.6)
We see that the tuning code needed for each channel will be determined using the adjusted
tuning code after (IF calibration) of the previous channel. This approach synthesizes each channel
frequency with an initial error ε 6 ε1  1 MHz (channel edge), that is further reduced to εinteger
after IF-based calibration. As an example, when synthesizing a channel’s center frequency (Fc)
using the tuning function of the radio oscillator f with the tuning codes C and CIF (after IF
calibration), the returned errors are ε and εinteger respectively, expressed by (7.7).
f(C) = F, f(CIF ) = FIF




This means that, for determining with a good accuracy all 16 IEEE802.15.4 channels in the
startup phase, at least one beacon has to be received on each channel, which enables the use of IF
calibration and ensures that the radio frequency accuracy meets the ±40 ppm accuracy requested
by the standard. We will discuss two solutions for determining the tuning codes of the remain-
ing IEEE802.15.4 channels at startup temperature, assuming that channel 11 is synthesized using
tuning code B: the first solution is based on Recursive Least Squares (RLS) and the second one
on Moving Average (MA). Our results will show the initial frequency errors of synthesizing new
channels (ε, before applying IF corrections) of the two approaches through simulations and exper-
imental validation. These initial errors are representative for evaluating how far the tuning tried
by the crystal-free device is from the actual channel frequency that is trying to synthesize. The
smaller the initial errors will be, the better the algorithms perform. The higher they are, the smaller
the chances to correctly receive a network beacon and perform IF calibration. As soon as a net-
work beacon is received on the new synthesized frequency, the initial error (ε) is reduced by the
means of IF calibration to a value within ± 40 ppm, as showed in the previous chapter. As all the
channel frequency errors will be within ± 40 ppm after IF calibration, we will only show plots of
the evolution of the initial error (ε) when using the proposed algorithms.
7.3.1 RLS channel tuning
We propose the use of a Recursive Least Squares-based algorithm for determining the tuning codes
of each IEEE802.15.4 channel at startup temperature. This algorithm outputs parameters a of a
fit function yfit that approximates f , the oscillator’s tuning function. RLS is known to perform
well when input data is provided sequentially [132], improving the fitting with every data point
received. The RLS procedure is illustrated in Fig. 7.5.
The RLS-based algorithm requires as inputs the tuning code B for synthesizing channel 11,
the approximate frequency resolution of a tuning code ∆F approx and the forgetting factor λ. The
algorithm is already set to fitting the measured frequency data on a second degree function:
yfit(x) = a3 × x2 + a2 × x+ a1 (7.8)
where yfit(x) represents the synthesized frequency when using tuning code value x. The value
of the forgetting factor λ defines the system memory and has an impact to the ability to track the





where N is the number of iterations before the effect of a disturbance has decayed to e−1 of its
initial value [133].
The algorithm will predict the tuning code to be used for synthesizing each IEEE802.15.4
channel, from channel 12 to channel 26. The initial values of the coefficients a are null, but the a1
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Fig. 7.5 RLS-based approach for consecutively determining the tuning code of each IEEE802.15.4
channel at startup temperature. At each step, a prediction of the tuning code to be used is made,
tuned codes. After a packet reception, the fitting function coefficients a are improved and IF
correction is applied to the tuning code prediction.
term (the offset) guess can be improved (improve offset), to speed up the fitting process:
a1 ≈ 2405−B ×∆F approx [MHz] (7.10)
The tuning codes for the channels (11-known) 12 and 13 will be determined using an approxi-
mation function (linear approximation), as expressed in equation (7.6), because the algorithm
needs at least 3 (m) data points before fitting to a second (m − 1) degree function. After this, the
tuning code of target channel j is the solution (x predicted = x) of the fitting provided up to that
point (a3(j), a2(j), a1(j)):
y target(j) = a3(j)× x2 + a2(j)× x+ a1(j) (7.11)
where y target(j) is the frequency of the target channel and j is the algorithm iteration (j ∈ 1..16,
one iteration per channel). A problem with this approach is that the solution of a second degree
polynomial is not unique. We tackled this issue in Process() function, by providing positive
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Fig. 7.6 MA-based approach for consecutively determining the tuning code of each IEEE802.15.4
channel at startup temperature. At each step, a tuning code to be used is proposed based on
previous channel spacing, tuned codes. After packet reception, IF correction is applied to the
current tuning code.
(integer) solutions that fit with respect to the tuning codes of already discovered channels, provided
the approximate frequency resolution of a code, ∆F approx.
After a beacon is received on the target channel, the synthesized frequency can be measured,
ym = LO(x predicted) = y target+ IF offset (7.12)
as well as the error with respect to the target frequency, ε = IF offset. This error will be further
used to adjust the predicted tuning code, tuned codes(j) (using IF calibration) and to improve the
fitting coefficients, a. At this point the algorithm continues by synthesizing the next target channel
(j = j + 1). The algorithm ends when the tuning code needed for synthesizing all 16 channels are
determined (j = 16, corresponding to channel 26).
7.3.2 MA channel tuning
The Moving Average based algorithm (Fig. 7.6) returns a value for the tuning code to be used
for each IEEE802.15.4 channel, consecutively, having as inputs the tuning code value B (channel
11), the approximate frequency resolution of a tuning code ∆F approx and the window size W . For
determining the tuning code of a new channel, the algorithm will use the closest integer value to
the average spacing between the channels inside the window W. After tuning on a channel using
the proposed tuning code, the algorithm will wait for receiving a packet on that channel.
After a packet reception, the error ε with respect to the channel’s center frequency is computed
and the tuning code value is adjusted, as well as the channel spacing between the current channel
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and the previous. We assume that a packet can be received on each channel because the approx-
imation ∆F approx is good enough so that the errors in synthesizing a channel are below 1MHz
(and we also synthesize the channels in consecutive order and apply IF calibration after each step).
What we cannot control is the channel quality, or how much we have to wait in order to receive a
beacon on the respective channel.
7.3.3 Performance evaluation: simulations
For evaluating the performance of the proposed algorithms in an ideal case, we run the algorithms
on simulation data. This data was created by smoothing the irregularities (see Fig. 7.9b) from
experimentally collected frequency data for each tuning code, when the crystal-free radio was
placed in a temperature chamber. The temperature was changed from 5◦C to 55◦C in 5◦C steps.
The performance of the algorithms with experimental data is discussed in Section 7.3.4.
Figs. 7.7 and 7.8 show the evolution of ε (the frequency error before IF calibration) when
using the RLS-based and MA-based algorithms respectively for discovering each IEEE802.15.4
channel at startup temperature. The algorithms were applied to startups at each of the evaluated
temperatures and the average performance was plotted. The red line represents the 1 MHz error
limit, above which the packets sent on a channel cannot be detected by the receiver. The green
line represents the 40 ppm error, as imposed to the RF accuracy at all times, by the IEEE802.15.4
standard. All presented results represent the frequency synthesizing error before IF corrections.
For the RLS-based algorithm, the impact of the forgetting factor λ can be seen when comparing
Fig. 7.7a (λ = 0.8) to Fig. 7.7b (λ = 0.4). A higher λ means that the system has a larger
memory and so, the function coefficients are updated slower and the convergence rate of ε is
slower. A lower value of λ gives more weight to recent data samples, improving the tracking
ability of the algorithm. Still, when the approximation of ∆F approx is closer to reality (see results
for ∆F approx = 90kHz, as ∆F real = 93kHz), the value of λ does not impact the obtained
results, as the algorithm starts with small initial error ε. For this case, starting with channel 13, all
following channels can be synthesized with an error below 40 ppm. When startup errors are high
(as it is the case for ∆F approx = 80kHz), a smaller λ is able to faster bring the tuning errors below
the 40 ppm limits imposed by the IEEE802.15.4 standard. For this case, we see in Fig. 7.7b that
channels following channel 16 are synthesized with very good accuracy, no matter the high startup
errors (as long as they are below the red 1MHz limit line).
The Moving Average based algorithm is analyzed for window sizes of 1, 4 and 16, in Fig. 7.8.
For this algorithm, the initial approximation of the frequency resolution of a tuning code (∆F approx)
only impacts the accuracy of synthesizing channel 12, as seen in Fig. 7.8 with blue markers. After
IF correction, the spacing between channel 11 and channel 12 is adjusted and used to determine
the tuning code of the next channel, so ∆F approx value has no further impact on the results. For
determining the tuning code value of each new channel, the average of the past W channel spac-
ing values is used. The simulation results in Fig. 7.8 show that smaller window sizes W tend to
approximate better the real channel spacing values and are able to synthesize new channels with
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Approx. tuning resolution = 100KHz
Approx. tuning resolution = 90KHz





Channel discovery order: 11-26
Average results for temperature range: 5 to 55°C
Temperature step: 5°C
(a) λ = 0.8













Approx. tuning resolution = 100KHz
Approx. tuning resolution = 90KHz





Channel discovery order: 11-26
Average results for temperature range: 5 to 55°C
Temperature step: 5°C
(b) λ = 0.4
Fig. 7.7 Startup phase: RLS algorithm evaluation for a) λ = 0.8 and b) λ = 0.4. Tuning er-
ror vs discovered channel for three approximations of ∆F approx: 100kHz, 90KHz and 80 kHz.
Performance averaged over startups at environmental temperature between 5− 55◦ C.
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Window Size = 1
Window Size = 4
Window Size = 16
Maximum standard deviation
Approx.tuning res = 100 kHz
Approx.tuning res = 90 kHz
Approx.tuning res = 80 kHz
40 ppm line
1MHz channel limit
Fig. 7.8 Startup phase: MA algorithm evaluation for window sizes of 1, 4 and 16. Tuning error
vs discovered channel for three approximations of ∆F approx : 100kHz, 90KHz and 80 kHz (blue
markers). Performance averaged over startups at environmental temperature between 5− 55◦C.
an error ε ≈ 40 ppm. As for the RLS-based algorithm, the presented results are the average per-
formance of the algorithm when applied to startups at temperatures between 5◦C and 55◦C, in 5◦C
steps.
In Fig. 7.7a, Fig. 7.7b and Fig. 7.8, the error ε corresponding to channel 11 has already the value
determined after IF calibration, as it is the channel that is discovered in the Initial Calibration phase
(Section 7.2). The initial error corresponding to synthesizing channel 12 depends on the accuracy
of ∆F approx: the closer this approximation is to the real value (in our case ∆F real = 93kHz),
the smaller the initial error. For determining channel 13, a new estimation of ∆F approx is made
based on the spacing between channels 11 and 12, so that the frequency error corresponding to this
channel is improved. The tuning codes for the remaining channels (14 to 26) are determined as
specified by each of the two algorithms.
7.3.4 Experimental validation
We place the crystal-free platform in a temperature chamber and vary the temperature between 5◦C
and 55◦C, in 5◦C increments. When measuring the output frequency returned by each tuning code
of the crystal free platform, at each temperature, we obtain plots which are not perfectly smooth,
as shown in Fig. 7.9b. These irregularities are the combined result of unstable temperature, limited
frequency counter accuracy, oscillator phase noise and tuning function limitations (fine tuning with
5-bit codes). The immediate consequence of these irregularities is that ε errors are higher when
applying the RLS and MA algorithms to this data.
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channel center frequency  1MHz
(a) Radio tuned on channel 13 center frequency
















































































(b) Frequency irregularities on experimental data
Fig. 7.9 a) Radio tuned on channel 13 center frequency. The temperature effect can be compensated
by continuously adjusting the tuning codes of a channel. Experimental data. b) Zoom in: Output
frequency irregularities obtained with experimental data.
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Approx. tuning resolution = 100KHz
Approx. tuning resolution = 90KHz





Channel discovery order: 11-26
Average results for temperature range: 5 to 55°C
Temperature step: 5°C
(a) RLS, λ = 0.8













Approx. tuning resolution = 100KHz
Approx. tuning resolution = 90KHz





Channel discovery order: 11-26
Average results for temperature range: 5 to 55°C
Temperature step: 5°C
(b) RLS, λ = 0.4













Window Size = 1
Window Size = 4
Window Size = 16
Maximum standard deviation
Approx.tuning res = 100 kHz
Approx.tuning res = 90 kHz
Approx.tuning res = 80 kHz
40 ppm line
1MHz channel limit
(c) MA, window size of 1, 4 and 16
Fig. 7.10 Tuning error vs discovered channel for three approximations of ∆F approx: 100kHz,
90KHz and 80 kHz. Performance averaged over startups at environmental temperature between
5− 55◦ C. Startup phase on measurement data: a) RLS algorithm evaluation for λ = 0.8; b) RLS
algorithm evaluation for λ = 0.4; c) MA algorithm evaluation for window sizes of 1, 4 and 16.
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For the RLS-based algorithm in Fig. 7.7, the tuning errors are well below the 40 ppm thresh-
old. For the startup phase with experimental data (Figs. 7.10a and 7.10b) the obtained tuning
errors evolve close to this limit, with high standard deviations caused by the irregularities. Higher
λ values are equivalent to less influence of new input disturbances. In Fig. 7.10a, the standard
deviations of the error has a decreasing trend when compared to Fig. 7.10b. The same happens
for the MA-based algorithm (Fig. 7.10c), that shows reduced errors for higher W values. Still, the
errors evolve slightly above the green line, with higher standard deviations that the ones obtained
with smoothed simulation data (Fig. 7.8).
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7.4 Normal operation phase
Once the tuning codes of all 16 IEEE802.15.4 channels are known at startup temperature, the
crystal-free device enters the normal operation phase. In this phase, the device will communicate
according to a dynamic communication schedule and it has to maintain the communication ability
even if the environmental temperature evolves. Fig. 7.9a shows the effect of environmental tem-
perature on the communication accuracy (with experimental data). If the crystal-free radio is tuned
on channel 13 for example, if the tuning code is not adjusted, the frequency will drift outside the
channel. As seen in Fig. 7.9a, for a 50◦C temperature difference, the synthesized frequency has
drifted more than one communication channel (> 5MHz), to a value below channel 12.
This section will analyze the ability of keeping communication accuracy on all 16 IEEE802.15.4
channels, when the environmental temperature changes in a range of 5 to 55◦C. We assume that
at each temperature, the crystal-free device will communicate on a random sequence of channels
and that the temperature change rate is slow enough so that at least one channel can be accurately
known (synthesized) as the temperature changes, by the means of IF-based calibration, described
in Section 6.4.1. The challenge treated in this section is tuning to the communication channels in
random order (as the communication schedule will require) with an as-low-as-possible frequency
error, at any temperature, when using techniques based on RLS and MA, respectively.
7.4.1 RLS channel tunning
The RLS-based algorithm in normal operation mode makes use of the tuning function approxima-
tion yfit determined at startup temperature T0 (Section 7.3.1), and of the tuning code value U of
any channel Y at the new environmental temperature, T1, expressed by (7.13).
yfit(x, T0) = a3 × x2 + a2 × x+ a1
x = U :tuning code for channel Y at T1
(7.13)
The tuning function is further adapted for the new environmental temperature, T1, using (7.14).
yfit(x, T1) = a3 × x2 + a2 × x+ a1T1
a1T1 ≈ a1 − f shift
f shift = yfit(U, T0)− FY
(7.14)
Where a1T1 represents the new coefficient approximation at temperature T1, FY represents the
frequency value of channel Y, and f shift is an approximation of the frequency shift caused by
T1 with respect to the function approximation at T0.
The new function approximation yfit(x, T1) and its coefficients a3, a2 and a1T1 are used by
the RLS-based algorithm (Fig. 7.5) to predict the new tuning codes to be used by any channel
demanded by the communication schedule (with frequency value ytarget), in any order. Coefficients
a3 and a2 are updated by the algorithm to the values corresponding to the new environmental
temperature, a3T1 and a2T1 , respectively. The tuning function for T1 thereby changes as expressed
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in (7.15):
yfit(x, T1) = a3T1 × x2 + a2T1 × x+ a1T1 (7.15)
The same technique is used as the temperature evolves from T1 to T2 and to any other temper-
ature. As a good function approximation yfit(x, T0) is provided after the startup phase, the impact
of the forgetting factor λ is limited.
7.4.2 MA approach
The MA-based algorithm enters the normal operation phase with the complete knowledge of
vector tuned codes(channel, T0), which holds the values of the tuning codes for synthesizing
each IEEE802.15.4 channel at startup temperature T0. As for the RLS case, by the means of IF
calibration, the tuning code value U for synthesizing channel Y at T1 is known and is stored as
tuned codes(Y, T1). For channel Y , the shift in tuning code caused by the temperature changing
from T0 to T1 is expressed by (7.16).
shift = tuned codes(Y, T0)− tuned codes(Y, T1) (7.16)
The algorithm detailed in Fig. 7.6 is still valid, but in normal operation mode, the variables
inside the averaging window W are shifts in tuning code caused by the changing temperature, and
not the channel spacing as in startup phase. The window contains the shifts undergone by the
closest W known channels to the channel of interest, y target. The tuning code predicted by the
MA algorithm for a channel W at T1 is expressed by (7.17).
tuned codes(W,T1) = tuned codes(W,T0) + avg shift W (7.17)
7.4.3 Performance evaluation: simulations
We evaluate the performance of both algorithms by simulating a change in temperature from 5◦C
to 55◦C, in steps of 5◦C, using the simulation data described in Section 7.3.3. At each temperature
value, all channels are synthesized in random order, as dictated by the communication schedule. As
in the previous sections, the error ε represents the error in the synthesized frequency with respect to
the frequency value of the channel of interest (before IF-correction). The IEEE802.15.4 standard
mandates to be below 40 ppm at all times.
Fig. 7.11a shows the average performance of the RLS and MA based algorithms in normal
operation mode, obtained by Monte Carlo simulation over the communication schedule at each
temperature. In the legend of Fig. 7.11a, the notation “STD” stands for “standard deviation” of
the average performance of each algorithm. We see that the average frequency synthesizing error
ε obtained with the proposed algorithms is below the 40 ppm limit for each channel. Still, for the
RLS algorithm, the standard deviation of the average performance is also below 40 ppm, which is
not the case for the MA algorithm.
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Fig. 7.11 Normal operation on a) simulation data and b) measurement data. Monte Carlo sim-
ulation over the performance of RLS and MA based algorithms when synthesizing channels in
random order as the environmental temperature slowly changes from 5 to 55◦C.
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7.4.4 Experimental validation
In normal operation phase, the environmental temperature changes and the channel tuning needs
to be adjusted with it. Fig. 7.11b shows the average tuning error ε obtained with experimental
data, when using the RLS-based and MA-based algorithms. Even if the average error lies on the
40ppm line, the obtained accuracy and standard deviations are worse than for the simulation data
showed in Fig. 7.11a. The standard deviation of the error obtained with the RLS algorithm tends
to be worse than that of the MA algorithm for experimental data. A cause for this may be that the
RLS based algorithm continuously tries to fit data to a second degree function and the irregularities
shown in Fig. 7.9b (that worsen with the temperature) lead to fitting on a function different from
the real tuning function.
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7.5 Frequency synthesis in transmission mode
This section characterizes the behaviour of the RF oscillator in transmission mode and describes
the steps to follow in order to be able to reliably transmit packets on IEEE802.15.4 channels using
a crystal-free radio. From the best of our knowledge, this work is the first one to address this
challenge.
Up until this point in the chapter we treated techniques to initially calibrate the RF oscillator and
the remaining on-chip oscillators of a crystal-free radio, followed by methods for synthesizing the
IEEE 802.15.4 channels in both constant and variable temperature environment. During all these
phases, the crystal-free radio was set to reception mode and RF oscillator tuning corrections were
possible while measuring the IF offset during reception of network beacons. The crystal-free radio
is able to store the tuning codes needed for being able to receive on any of the 16 IEEE802.15.4
channels.
However, when switching to TX mode, the tuning codes used for synthesizing channels in
RX mode are not of use anymore. As different circuitry is involved when transmitting data, the
same RF oscillator in TX mode behaves differently than in RX mode. This is best shown in Fig.
7.13, where the tuning codes needed for synthesizing channels 11 to 26 when the RF oscillator
is in RX mode and then TX mode are plotted (experimental data). Knowing the tuning code
difference when switching from RX mode to TX mode for channel 11 for example (50 codes in
Fig. 7.13a), cannot be extrapolated to the remaining channels, as this difference tends to increase
with frequency (75 codes for channel 26 in Fig. 7.13a). This difference caused by switching from
RX to TX mode is also influenced by environmental temperature. We can see in Fig. 7.13b how
at 50◦C the tuning code difference that needs to be applied when switching from RX mode to TX
mode for synthesizing the same channel is now smaller for all channels when compared to Fig.
7.13a: only 28 codes for channel 11 and 55 codes for channel 26.
As a generalization for the difference in tuning codes for synthesizing the same channel in RX
mode and then TX mode, we plotted in Fig. 7.12a this trend across channels 11-26, accumulated
over a 60 ◦C temperature change. The RX mode - TX mode tuning code difference is higher for
higher frequency channels.
Fig. 7.12b shows the sum of differences (RX mode - TX mode) in tuning codes for all 16
channels and how it evolves with temperature. We see that as the temperature increases, the RX
mode - TX mode gap decreases for all channels, as also noticed in Fig. 7.13b.
7.5.1 Proposed approach
Because the RF oscillator in TX mode is characterized by a tuning function with different coeffi-
cients than in RX mode, both with frequency and temperature, a similar channel discovery as done
in RX mode is advisable (Sections 7.3 - 7.4), with a few differences:
1. the RF oscillator needs to be calibrated in RX mode (Startup phase completed) so as to
ensure ACK reception in case of successful transmission attempt (see Fig. 7.14).
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RF oscillator: RX mode -TX mode, accumulated difference over T= 5°C to 65°C
(a) RX mode- TX mode tuning code difference over channels
















RF oscillator: RX mode -TX mode, accumulated difference over all channels
(b) RX mode- TX mode tuning code difference over temperature
Fig. 7.12 Crystal-free radio, RF oscillator, experimental data. a) For higher frequency channels,
the tuning code difference needed when switching from RX mode to TX mode is higher than for
lower frequency channels, at all temperatures. b) The trend with temperature of the aforementioned
switching difference.
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RF oscillator in RX mode
RF oscillator in TX mode
channel 26:
RXmode-TXmode = 75 tuning codes




































RF oscillator in RX mode
















RXmode-TXmode = 55 tuning codes
channel 11: RXmode-TXmode = 28 tuning codes
T = 50°C
(b) T=50◦C
Fig. 7.13 Crystal-free radio: RF oscillator tuning codes for synthesizing the 16 IEEE802.15.4
channels in RX mode and TX mode at a) 10◦ C and b) 50◦C. Experimental data.
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2. a good starting value for ∆F approx is already provided by analyzing the channel spacing in
RX mode (specifically, for RLS, the a2 term returned after running the algorithm and for
MA the average of CH spacing vector).
3. the tuning code BTX corresponding to channel 11 in TX mode is to be found using a cali-
brated on-chip frequency reference.
4. further corrections to be applied to the frequency synthesized using the tuning code BTX in
TX mode are based on the frequency offset (signed) value included in the ACK received from
the destination device (replacing the function IF correct tuning codes in Section 7.3).
We see that the above mentioned differences impact only the initialization of the Startup phase
for TX mode. The Normal Operation phase is as described in Section 7.4 for RX mode, but with
using the frequency offset information included in ACKs for frequency corrections, and not the
IF value (available only at packet reception- RX mode). For these reasons, we will include in
this section the results of the algorithms running on simulation data and measurement data for the
Startup Phase only. We will see that these results match the ones obtained for RX mode, for the
case of good approximations of ∆F approx (see Section 7.3).
The flowchart represented in Fig. 7.14 places the right moment to start calibrating the RF oscil-
lator for transmission to be only after the on-chip oscillators are calibrated at current temperature
and the device is able to receive network beacons and acknowledgements.
Fig. 7.14 Crystal-free radio: determining the tuning codes for transmission on channels 11-26 is
possible after the Initial Calibration phase has been completed and ACK reception is possible (RF
oscillator calibrated in Startup Phase for RX mode).
In order to determine the tuning code BTX corresponding to channel 11 when the RF oscillator
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is in TX mode, the following approximations are used:
fTX mode(B) ≈ ticksRF oscillator
ticks reference
× freference[Hz]
BTX ≈ B − f
TX mode(B) − 2405 [MHz]
∆F approx
(7.18)
where fTX mode(B) is an approximation of the frequency output of the RF oscillator in TX mode
when using tuning code B. The accuracy of this approximation is directly influenced by the ac-
curacy of the on-chip reference used, freference. The tuning code BTX to be used for attempting
transmission on channel 11 is determined by adjusting the tuning code B so that fTX mode(B)
matches the frequency of channel 11 (2405MHz).
7.5.2 Performance evaluation: simulations
Fig. 7.15 shows the simulation results for the average frequency error when synthesizing the 16
IEEE802.15.4 channels with the RF oscillator in TX mode (Startup Phase). Even if in TX mode the
RF oscillator is characterized by different function coefficients and a different frequency resolution
of a tuning code, using ∆F approx from the RX mode is a good startup approximation.
7.5.3 Experimental validation
While the results returned by the RLS and MA algorithms applied to simulation data are promis-
ing, with errors dropping below 40 ppm, when applying them on measurement data, the average
frequency error is above the green 40 ppm line (Fig. 7.16). The average performance and the
standard deviations obtained match the ones obtained for RX mode and detailed in Section 7.3.4.
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Forgetting factor = 0.8
Forgetting factor = 0.4
STD for Forgetting factor = 0.8
STD for Forgetting factor = 0.4
40 ppm line
1MHz channel limit
Forgetting factor: 0.8 and 0.4
Channel discovery order: 11-26
Average results for temperature range: 5 to 55°C
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Fig. 7.15 Startup phase applied to RF oscillator in TX mode (simulation data): a) RLS algorithm
evaluation for λ = 0.8 and λ = 0.4 and b) MA algorithm for window sizes of 1, 4 and 16.
Performance averaged over startups at environmental temperature between 5− 55◦C.
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Fig. 7.16 Startup phase applied to RF oscillator in TX mode (measurement data): a) RLS algorithm
evaluation for λ = 0.8 and λ = 0.4 and b) MA algorithm for window sizes of 1, 4 and 16.
Performance averaged over startups at environmental temperature between 5− 55◦C.
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7.6 Conclusions
This chapter addresses the challenge of RF local oscillator calibration on a single chip, crystal-
free, IEEE802.15.4 device. It presents a full solution for compensating the inherent drift of the
internal oscillators, and making it possible for the IEEE802.15.4 device to tune its radio at the
specific channels, keeping the drift boundaries at the values imposed by the standard. The proposed
method is divided in three phases: initial calibration, startup phase and normal operation phase.
The on-chip oscillator settings for synthesizing the 16 IEEE802.15.4 communication channels
are discovered at a constant temperature during the startup phase, for which we evaluate the use
of RLS or MA-based algorithms. Once all the communication channels settings are determined
and stored, the device switches to normal operation phase. This phase deals with maintaining
the communication accuracy on all channels taking into account temperature variation and other
inherent clock drifts.
The proposed algorithms are evaluated through both simulations and experimentation. While
the obtained accuracy on simulation data satisfies the 40 ppm accuracy required by the IEEE802.15.4
standard, the results obtained on experimental data show higher errors, performing in average close
to the 40 ppm limit. The higher errors are the consequence of irregularities in the tuning function
across frequencies and increasing temperatures.
It is important to keep in mind that these frequency errors (obtained during startup phase or
normal operation phase) impact the accuracy with which a channel will be synthesized for the
first time at a certain temperature and will be immediately corrected to be below 40 ppm after the
reception of a beacon (for IF-based frequency correction in RX mode) or of an ACK (for frequency




The first part of this thesis explored energy efficiency techniques for wireless sensor networks that
can be applied at frame level. We studied the use of preamble authentication to cope with energy
exhaustion attacks in LoRaWAN networks. A short 4B authentication preamble incurs an energy
consumption overhead of less than 4% in operational networks and reduces with 91% the energy
exhaustion that a malicious attacker could cause to a network. These values were verified exper-
imentally using Loadsensing sensor nodes, commercially used for critical infrastructure control
and monitoring. This technique is extensible to any wireless protocol.
We analyzed the impact of packet fragmentation in LPWANs, following standardization direc-
tions defined by the LPWAN working group at the IETF. We focused on the use of fragmentation
despite longer packets do fit in the frame, in order to identify the advantages and disadvantages of
sending the data in smaller fragments when deploying duty-cycle restricted LPWAN networks. The
results of our analysis show that packet fragmentation can increase the communication reliability
for the case of duty-cycle restricted networks: important goodput improvement was obtained with
fragmentation, with higher impact in denser and slower networks. This makes packet fragmen-
tation a technique to be considered when deploying dense and low data rate industrial LPWAN
networks.
Combining packet fragmentation with group NACK in duty cycle restricted LPWANs is a
strategy that we show to provide increased network goodput and energy efficiency for dense net-
works. The retransmission policy is more efficient for smaller fragment sizes, where the proba-
bility of successful NACK request is higher. We showed that for small networks, it is better not
to use packet fragmentation, but to use an Aloha-like protocol, which provides similar goodput
at increased application capacity and energy efficiency. This is true also for IoT applications that
only need to send packets of very small payloads. As the network size increases, the aggressive
fragmentation strategy provides better network performance. The number of fragments/packet
to be used could be dynamically adapted so as to provide the best network performance: good-
put, application capacity or energy efficiency. The gateway could control the number of frag-
ments/packet that the nodes use by issuing a MAC command.
In the context of enabling the use of crystal-free radios so as to further enhance the energy
efficiency of IoT networks, the second part of this thesis analyzes the communication accuracy that
can be obtained when eliminating the off-chip frequency references. For experimental evaluation, a
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prototype implementation of a crystal-free radio incorporating a IEEE802.15.4 radio was used. Our
analysis shows that while the frequency stability in time is good enough to meet the IEEE802.15.4
specification demands, the on-chip oscillators experience very significant drifts over temperature,
that affect the communication performance. We presented mechanisms to dynamically compensate
these drifts and we show that using the IEEE802.15.4 signaling, the communication accuracy can
be maintained even as the temperature changes. The obtained accuracy meets the IEEE802.15.4
requirements of ±40ppm frequency stability.
The final chapter of the thesis proposes three phases for enabling a very energy-efficient crystal-
free radio to be part of an IEEE802.15.4 network: initial calibration, startup phase and normal
operation phase. These phases define how a crystal-free radio can synchronize to a network,
synthesize all communication channels at constant temperature and in the end, how to maintain
communication accuracy on all channels as the temperature in the environment evolves. These
phases include synchronization algorithms that are evaluated using MATLAB simulations and are
experimentally evaluated on the SCuM platform. Even if we evaluate these algorithms on SCuM,
they are generic and can be applied to any crystal-free radio. While the obtained accuracy on
simulation data satisfies the 40 ppm accuracy required by the IEEE802.15.4 standard, the results
obtained on experimental data show higher errors, performing in average close to the 40 ppm limit.
The higher errors are the consequence of irregularities in the tuning function across frequencies
and increasing temperatures. These results represent an important milestone in the way of ob-
taining very energy-efficient hardware for wireless networks, as we show that even if removing
the off-chip frequency references is challenging, communication with an accuracy very close to
meeting the standards is possible. By continuing this research, on-chip oscillators of even higher
accuracy and stability can be obtained, paving the way to very cheap, dust-size, even disposable
sensors that operate within the accuracy defined by standards.
Overall, this thesis has contributed to the development of greener communication technologies,
suited for IoT applications. The thesis has explored different areas of a low power wireless system,
considering the constraints imposed by current technologies and standards. It aims to improve the
performance of low power wireless systems, without eliminating underlying assumptions, such as
standardization limits or hardware features.
We have seen that current wireless sensor networks have to make a trade-off between various
factors: energy efficiency, network performance, amount of data and costs. High energy efficiency
and low costs usually translate into low amount of data or poor network performance. While
many of the current energy efficiency approaches in the literature are defined by the limitations of
existent technologies, in this thesis we identified that a change in technology could be beneficial.
We showed that significant results can be achieved by re-thinking the technology in order to satisfy
the demands for very low power consumption and cheap price, while being able to increase the
amount of data sent by the sensor nodes. As stated in the second part of this thesis, a ten times more
energy efficient chip can already be obtained with just removing the external frequency reference
from the chip. In order to obtain significant gains, it is important to continue the research for
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energy efficiency techniques, starting at chip level.
The trend for future wireless sensor networks corresponds to an intelligent and fully connected
world: this means, a technology that is accessible to everyone and everywhere, very energy ef-
ficient and reliable. Step by step, complexity is removed from the sensor node to the gateway,
and network server. The less complex the sensor nodes, the smaller, the cheaper and more energy
efficient. Becoming more energy efficient could lead to eliminating the need for batteries, as more
solutions for energy harvesting are found, enabling infinite lifetime for these devices. Becoming
cheaper, allows for denser networks to be deployed, using less transmission power and higher fre-
quency bands, non duty-cycle restricted, offering finer grained information. Becoming smaller,
opens unlimited possibilities for medical applications, such as in-body sensors, or other industrial
use cases for miniature devices.
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